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ABSTRACT

This thesis records the directorial processes used in the production of Milan Kundera's
Jacques And His Master, presented by the Department of Drama of the University of
Calgary from November 21 to December 1, 1990. The thesis is broken down into four
parts. Part one deals with the extensive literary history tied to both the script and the
author including alook at the unique problem of multiple translations in aproduction
setting.

Part'two focuses on the directorial processes documenting theme and image

analysis as well as specific theatrical requirements for production as revealed by the
director's preproduction work.

Part three looks at the design aspects of production

ranging from set and props to poster design with specific focus on the director's approach
to unifying the various design elements. The director's production journal, detailing the
day-to-day realities of bringing the concepts outlined in parts two and three of this thesis
to the stage, makes up part four.

Pictures of the production along with program

information and production reviews are included as appendices.
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JACQUES AND HIS MASTER: A DIRECTOR'S HOMAGE

2

PART I: LINE OF HOMAGE

"Art is the demonstration that the ordinary is extraordinary."
-Amedee Ozenfant

3

CHAPTER I: THE LITERARY LINE

Jacques And His Master comes' from along and prestigious lineage of literary
giants.

Milan Kundera's play is a stage "variation", as Kundera calls it, of Denis

Diderot's novel Jacques Le Fataliste.

In turn, Denis Diderot's novel was strongly

influenced by the style of writing introduced by Laurence Sterne in his revolutionary
novel The Life And Opinions Of Tristram Shandy Gentleman.

This first chapter will

look at the literary lineage from which Jacques And His Master has come.

The

movement and growth within these two novels, and the play, is amovement from artist
to audience (or reader). In Tristram Shandy we have anarrator who talks to his reader.
Though at times his digressions are frustrating, on the whole he entertains his readers
with his stories and anecdotes. In Jacques Le Fataliste Diderot splits the narrator and
the character so that the reader can be frustrated with the narrator, Diderot himself,
while being entertained by the characters, Jacques, and his Master. By the time we get
to Kundera in the twentieth century yet another layer gets added, and the narrator is
reunited with the character. The characters are once again narrators of their own stories.
Diderot is still acknowledged as their creator, .but now we also have Kundera, and the
twentieth century consciousness superimposed by he who dares to rewrite astory that has
already been written.

The frustration experienced by the audience member is very

different from that which was experienced by the readers of either of the previous novels.
The frustration is not induced by an irritating author, but rather it is our own frustration
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as we empathize with Jacques' need to tell his story without interruption. The lineage
is extensive, and by the twentieth century the layers are thick, but it is the move from
novel to stage which allows the shift in audience perception.

LAURENCE STERNE'S TRISTRAM SHANDY
The first in the noble line is Laurence Steme's Tristram Shandy. This novel was
the first of its kind.

The first two volumes were written in 1760.

Due to the

acclamation he received, Sterne decided to continue the story of Shandy. He wrote seven
more volumes, the last of which was completed in 1767. Tristram Shandy was the first
novel to differ in form and style from the traditional "well made novel" format.
forged a new form.

In this novel, chronological writing held no weight.

It

The hero

appears as an infant in the third chapter, and the last several chapters refer to events that
took place before his birth. This break up of chronological time is also used in the storytelling approach. Instead of telling astory from beginning to end, Sterne chose to begin
astory at the end, then tell the beginning, and eventually get to the middle, sometimes
ahundred pages later.

Tristram Shandy is the original story teller who manipulates

events and characters to his own purposes, and opinions.

He exaggerates, displaces,

replaces, and rearranges characters and events, taking them from the original, and
replacing them to suit his opinions and reflections. The pieces of the various stories are
given to us one at atime, each coming from adifferent place, and in no particular order.
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Throughout this story the one and only constant is Tristram himself. His " life
and opinions" continue as an unbroken stream of consciousness.

The stories may be

interspersed and seemingly unconnected, but the unifying force remains Tristram's
narrative throughout.

The digressions that result are natural due to the stream of

consciousness format.

Moreover, the digressions serve two purposes.

They allow

Tristram to run freely through stories and anecdotes for the purpose of clarification or
amplification, but they also allow both writer and reader to temporarily remove
themselves from the action, and reflect on the ideas.

Tristram is forever consciously

aware that he is an artist and as such has aresponsibility to the ordering and significance
of the thoughts presented, and the impact that they would have on himself as an artist and
on his "public." The final purpose of these digressions is to unite Tristram's creative
consciousness by harmonizing the story or " main work", as Tristram calls it, and his
insights.
Perhaps the most important point in this search for structure throughout the
numerous digressions is that the games and fun that are taken in all seriousness lead to
fun and an adventure that frees the reader to surrender him/herself to the games of the
mind. This format of writer as narrator and digression in storytelling was popular with
Steme's readers.

Unfortunately it was aformula left unexplored for several decades.

It was not until Deals Diderot wrote a novel as a homage to Laurence Sterne's
breakthrough novel that the formula was resurrected.
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DENIS DIDEROT'S ,
TACQUES LE FATALISTE
Diderot's novel, Jacques Le Fataliste, picked up where Sterne left off, and it
advanced the formula. Diderot not only placed himself in the thick of things by naming
himself narrator, but he also liberally used dialogue between characters in the telling of
the stories. The constant conflict and struggle in the dialogue between Jacques and his
Master served to illustrate the complications of communication requiring constant
interruption and digression.

In so doing Diderot brought the use of digression and

interruption to the forefront. No longer are we frustrated only with the narrator as in
Tristram Shandy; now the frustration stems from both narrator and character.
Jacques Le Fataliste also introduced the social order of a master/servant
relationship. Here we have the psychological novel revisited in the form of character
study. The characters clearly need each other for survival.

One has the need to tell a

story while the other has aneed to listen, and yet even this is not as clear cut as it may
seem. The master's desire to listen is based on the assumption that Jacques' function is
to tell a story that is prefabricated to please him, thus the constant interruptions.

The

yin-yang relationship created by their personal characteristics combined with their social
situation lends itself to strong psychological study.

The desire to approach this as a

psychological novel is thwarted, however, by the narrator who constantly reminds us that
he is in control of every move these two characters make. In order to prove his point
early on he separates the two characters and then challenges the reader to guess whether
or not he will rejoin the two, and if he will, how he will do it.
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The two layers of story and storyteller are handled with the same serious humour
that was introduced in Tristram Shandy.

The stories themselves are funny and

absorbing. This adds to our frustration when they are interrupted. The pure enjoyment
that we get from the stories that are told is not to be forgotten or pushed aside in order
to pursue the superior intellect. The situation of not knowing what comes next, who is
going to interrupt whom, or who is to be believed, is all fun and in no way should be
dismissed. Diderot most strongly emphasizes this when he brings in the editor at the end
of the novel to remind us that even the author must be responsible to someone. In so
doing he challenges our need to believe all that we are told.

This simple statement

echoes throughout history. It is sound advice in both, the artistic and the political arena.
This serious humour sounded so loudly that two hundred years later it was heard by a
Czech writer who was rocked to the core of his political beliefs.

MILAN KUNDERA'S JACQUES AND HIS MASTER
Intrigued by the spirit of Diderot's characters, and seduced by the intellect of the
novel, Kundera set out to re-invent these characters.

They would serve as a medium

through which adialogue could take place between himself and Diderot. The conditions
under which the play was written (Russia's invasion of Czechoslovakia and the banning
of Kundera's work) accounts for the strong sense of despair that Kundera instilled in
these characters. Trapped in an atmosphere of distrust of feeling and emotion, lacking
abalance between reason and doubt, and public and private, Kundera turned to these
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characters as areminder of laughter. Kundera states in his introduction to Jacques And
His Master:
The valet and his master have crossed the whole of modern
Western history. In Prague, the city of the big farewell, Iheard
their dwindling laughter. With love and anguish, Iheld on to that
laughter the way one holds on to fragile and perishable things
which are doomed (Callow, p.19).
In order to sustain the laughter, humour, and fun of these characters, Kundera had to
once again split the layers so that the intellect and the warning could be heard through
the laughter.
By putting these characters on stage Kundera allowed them to become their own
narrators. He allowed them to tell their own stories, interrupt each other, digress, and
most importantly he allowed them to comment not only on their creator, Diderot, but on
their recreator, Kundera. The Master was freed to curse the rewriter of his and all other
stories.

Jacques was allowed to call his creator the " worst of bad poets."

Kundera

extended the line of storytellers and stories being told, but he also allowed for the
frustration of the characters to become our frustrations.
speak becomes our inability to speak.

The characters' inability to

Most importantly however, their inability to

control their destinies becomes our inability and frustration. In so doing Kundera has
turned the tables on us once again. He has allowed us to laugh at our frustrations and
trappings. He has successfully not only preserved the laughter that he so longed for, but
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also sustained the serious humour that leads us to question the wisdom of what we are
told, and the sincerity of the storyteller, be he politician or artist.
Kundera parallels the history of the novel to the growth of the master/servant
relationship.

Toward the end of his introduction to the play Kundera briefly takes us

through the evolution of the novel, and the evolution of man's thought.
With an illiterate peasant as his servant, Don Quixote left his
house one day to do battle with his enemies.

One hundred and

fifty years later, Toby Shandy made his garden into alarge model
of abattlefield; there, he gave himself over to memories of his
soldierly youth faithfully assisted by his valet Trim. He limped,
just like Jacques who, ten years later, entertained his master during
his voyage. He was as chatty and opinionated as, ahundred and
fifty years later in the Austro-Hungarian army, the orderly Josef
vetjk, who amused and horrified his master, Lieutenant Lukac.
Thirty years later, waiting for Godot, Vladimir and his servant
already find themselves alone in the empty stage of the world.
The voyage is at an end (Callow, p.19).
Iwould add to this lineage anote that this can indeed be expanded to the history of the
world. The variations and homages that are spoken of and alluded to throughout the play
speak to the never ending cycle and the need for ahumanity that can break the cycle, and
learn to believe and to trust.

This trust must once again spring from the yin-yang

relationship that ties us all together and bonds us to each other.
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CHAPTER II: LINE OF TRANSLATION
BACKGROUND
The original text was written in Czech while Kundera was still living in Prague.
Shortly

after

writing

Jacques

And

His

Master

Kundera

was

expelled

from

Czechoslovakia, and he moved to Paris. The play was published in 1981 in French with
an introduction that Kundera wrote only after he had moved to Paris. Kundera translated
the script from Czech to French with the help of aproduction of the play which was
mounted in Paris in September of 1981 at the Theatre des Mathurins. To date the Czech
script has not been published.
While the work on the French script was being done, Michael Henry Heim was
working on an English translation of the Czech original. Heim had no knowledge of a
French script, and worked diligently to complete an English translation of the Czech.
Kundera received and rejected Heim's translation, saying that he would rather that he
translated from the French into English.

Heim agreed and translated the French into

English. This translation was published in 1985.
In 1986 another English translation was published, this one by aBritish actor
named Simon Callow.

Callow had found a copy of the French text while in aParis

bookshop, and was so enthraled by it that he felt it should be translated into English.
Not realizing that it had already been published in English, Callow set to the task of
translating the text. Upon writing to Kundera for permission to translate the play, he
discovered that there was another translation, but it was one that Kundera was displeased
with.

Kundera invited Callow to translate the play, and later published "Homage To
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Translator" praising Callow's work. Since this time, rights to Heim's translation have
been revoked, and one can only obtain rights to Callow's translation.
Given this extended history and the limitation of the Callow script, the problem
of translation was extensive. Both English texts had their strong and weak points. The
task set before me was to create ascript using these two scripts that would speak to the
audience without preaching or offending.

KUNDERA ON TRANSLATIONS
Kundera has aparticular disdain for translations which he equates with rewrites.
He excuses his rewriting of Jacques by referring to it as avariation of Diderot's original,
and by calling it ahomage to the original. Kundera claims that he has been " traumatized
by unfaithful translations" all his life (Callow, p.85).
Kundera's particular dispute with translators is their inability to be faithful to a
text.

He feels that synonyms are his greatest nemesis.

In his book, The Art Of The

Novel, Kundera claims that he "reject(s) the very notion of synonym: each word has its
s
own

meaning and is semantically irreplaceable." (Pg. 147.)

It is the translator who

wishes to make the story his own that causes Kundera the most heartache and worry.
The selection of words is avery precise art.

To attempt to find an exact word in a

translation is difficult. To find aseries of words that when brought together are not only
beautiful, but accurately represent the original is nearly impossible.
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TRANSLATION DRUTHERS
There are advantages and disadvantages to both of the English translations.
Whereas Simon Callow's text is very British, Michael Henry Heim's is very American.
Preparing aproduction for a Canadian audience with these two texts in mind presents
certain problems. In Callow's text words such as " slag" appear. In Kundera's work the
sound of the word is as important as the word itself. Though " slag" sounds perfect, the
problem of understanding is avery real one, and one that needs addressing. Of course,
having the rights to the Callow script lays certain parameters.
Another discrepancy between the two scripts is the intellectual merit. Being an
academician, Heim's translation is highly academic in nature.

By contrast Callow's

translation reflects his life in the theatre. Ifind it lacking in the intellectual strength of
Heim's translation. Callow's translation, however, has ahumanity about it. Though I
dislike his extensive use of profanity, which does not exist in Kundera's original, I
believe that the occasional use of profanity brings these characters closer to the
audience's experience, and thus makes them easier to relate to.
It is Heim's feeling that his translation is what Kundera wrote, and Callow's
translation is what Kundera thought he wrote. Ifind this afascinating comment on both
this translation dilemma, and on the nature of the relationship between art and the artist.
Certainly, these two translations appear to be stark opposites. The humour of the story
differs dependent on the translation used. Whereas Callow's is asurface laugh that eats
its way inside, Heim's translation lends itself more to an occasional chuckle that begins
from deep inside, and then works its way out. Though both methods are equally valid,
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and both get the job done, only one could have remained faithful to the original. It is
my belief that Heim remained true to the text written by the novelist, and that Callow
used theatrical dialogue to bring the novel-like characters off the page and onto the stage.
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CHAPTER ifi: THEATRICAL LINE

It has been said that every production of aplay contains the history of that play.
This was very true of the University production of Jacques And His Master.

Our

production held a conscious awareness of previous productions of the two English
translations. What was learned from the research was filtered through and utilized where
appropriate.

AMERICAN REPERTORY THEATRE

-

SUSAN SONTAG

In Cambridge, Susan Sontag put aRoman ruin on stage that was based on an
engraving by G.B. Piranesi of one of the ruins of Hadrian's Villa in Tivoli.

It was a

huge whitewashed set that seemed to make the actors look small in comparison. There
were decaying columns, and an eroding dome. Though Ithought this set did little, if
anything, to serve the play, Iwas fascinated by the dome. A dome traditionally has been
used to unite and envelope.

It seemed to me that the dome in the ART production

worked to contain and encapsulate all the ghosts and spirits of the play and of the theatre.
The myth that atheatre holds within it the spirit of all of the characters that have ever
been played there is an old one, and one that theatre practitioners are quite familiar with.
Jacques And His Master, by the nature of its text and its suggestion of lingering spirits,
would benefit from aspace in which spirits are caught, contained, and allowed to roam
freely.

Sontag's props were indicative of her production.

She used a symbolic tree

reminiscent of Waiting For Godot, and had Jacques drag abust of Diderot around the
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stage with him. This seemed to me to be in direct opposition to Kundera's request for
an empty stage with minimal props and no symbolism.

Instead of listening to the

author's request for simplicity, Sontag used asledgehammer approach toward the play
by using excessive symbolism.

Instead of pounding the ideas of the play into the

audience's heads, Iwanted to allow the ideas to float around, and play inside their heads.
By making the set and props symbolic, Sontag robbed the audience of the opportunity
of experiencing the words, the language, and in the end the joy of the play. The pictures
of this production reaffirmed my desire for simplicity.

NECESSARY ANGEL

-

RICHARD ROSE

The next production that Ilooked at was Richard Rose's.
productions, it was this set that was the most influential.
originated from the Necessary Angel production.

Of all of the past

The idea of a raked stage

Our rake was not as steep as theirs.

This was due to our differing reasons for using arake. Whereas Rose used avery steep
rake to strike the visual effect of an open book, Iused arake as arecognizable stage
convention that would throw the action of the stage into the audience. More than this,
however, arake physically forces the actors into the audience. By putting my actors on
arake Iforced the confrontation of not only the actor and the audience, but also the
confrontation of the two centuries.

By thrusting the actors in their eighteenth century

garb, with thàir eighteenth century values into the twentieth century audience I
encouraged both comparison and reflection. A steeper rake would have made the effect
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more distinct, but for those who sat in the front few rows Iam sure that the experience
was there.
Rose also spoke of adistinction between three acting areas, and his set did have
three different levels.
defined mine.

He defined his acting areas very differently from the way I

He defined his as past, present, and future. The past was the farthest

from the audience, the present the middle, and the future the ramp that plunged into the
audience. Ifound this avery interesting and potentially seductive way of breaking down
what Ihad already determined was aneed of the play, which was these three areas.
Although it was very interesting, and although I was somewhat seduced by the
possibilities that astage like that would present, this was not right for what Isaw the
needs of the play to be.
In the Necessary Angel production, ladders, ramps, and trap doors were used to
give the impression that anything could happen, and things could come out of nowhere
and surprise you. At first Itoo requested atrap for my production. This was the one
place where Iwas seduced by something that Rose had done. Iwas influenced by what
Rose had said about anything being possible in this play and people coming out of
nowhere. In the end Ithink that Iwould have made good use out of atrap, but it would
have been avery different production, one more similar to the Toronto production.
Rose's use of fabric in his production was interesting, but Ithought it would be
wrong for my production. The fabric draped across the stage. Draped fabric has always
suggested to me afairy tale or something fantastical, magical, or mystical. This was not
appropriate for what Isaw this play to be; Iwanted harsh, earthy, rough textures which
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Ithought would better serve the play. During our meeting Mr. Rose talked at length
about his use of fabric, and his belief that ametaphor for the script would be an open
book with blank pages waiting to be written on; where things can come from anywhere
and anything is possible. Irealized that though we agreed about the basic philosophy and
psychological force of the piece, we strongly disagreed on the imagery. Iwas fascinated
to find that although Icould see what he was saying, and Iwas interested in his images,
Ibecame devoted to my original idea of rough textures, and imprints.
Richard Rose gave me great insight into the pleasures and the pitfalls of the play.
His warnings were taken to heart, and proved to be very useful. The Necessary Angel
production had aprofound effect on me.

When Iused Rose's production ideas, they

were modified to meet the needs of our production. Used or unused, Rose's thoughts
and insights proved very helpful and at times influential.

LOS ANGELES Tk1EATRE CENTRE

-

SI1EON CALLOW

In the Los Angeles Theatre production Simon Callow used ajunkyard set. The
stage was covered in eighteenth century artifacts. Ifound this approach interesting, but
there was nothing in it that would help my production. The cluttered stage that he used
worked opposite to what Iwas trying to do with the open space.

Among other things

acluttered stage would have taken away from the height of the Reeve Theatre.
The influential aspects of this production were Callow's use of make-up and his
approach to casting. Callow used exaggerated eighteenth century make-up and wigs to
distinguish between the classes.

The Master had awhite powdered face with lipstick,
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and abeauty mark. He also wore jewellery. In contrast Jacques had dirt on his cheek
and clothes.
Callow deliberately utilized amixed cast in order to emphasize the universality
of this play. To emphasize this he then went on to delegate accents that contradicted the
actor's origin. He had ablack Agathe speaking with an Irish accent, and an oriental Old
Bigre speak with a Yiddish accent.

Ifound the mixed cast aunifying force, and a

marvellous metaphor, but Ithought the use of accents was overkill.

BBC WORLD DRAMA

-

GORDON HOUSE

This was aradio drama that was telecast on the BBC radio in England. Though
Iused nothing from this production, Ifound that listening to it helped to highlight
potential problems in the play. The production was of the Callow script, and emphasized
the Britishness of his translation. Accents were used in this production, as they were in
the Callow production. The accents helped to distinguish between the characters played
by the same actors such as the Innkeeper and Mme. De La Pommeraye.

The music

segments helped to distinguish between the fast moving scenes.
Though the script was substantially cut, Istill was able to get afeeling for the
pacing. Iwas made aware of just how fast paced this play can be, the dangers of rushing
it, and the problems of quick character changes. Listening to the text without the benefit
of visual aids proved quite beneficial.
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PART II: DIRECTORIAL APPROACH

"The Director must be an organizer, a teacher,

apolitician, apsychic

detective, alay analyst, atechnician, acreative being. Ideally, he (she)
should know literature (drama), acting, the psychology of the actor, the
visual arts, music, history, and above all, he (she) must understand
people. He (she) must inspire confidence. All of which means he (she)
must be a ' great lover'." (Harold Clurman p.14.)
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CHAPTER IV: THE DIRECTOR AND THE PLAY

STYLE
"Style" as defined in Webster's Dictionary is

"

Individuality that is reflected in

aperson's actions and tastes". (p.684). To the artist, style is avery personal, constantly
changing enigma. To attempt to explain or define the effects of one's personal style on
aparticular production is to rob that production of its unique energy and make-up. Any
production is considerably more than the sum of its parts, and its parts include avariety
of styles, all of which are guided by the director's personal style.

It is the director's

taste and style that is responsible for the artistic decisions made.

It is the director's

interpretations, personal tastes, and individual style that inform the aesthetic choices that
must be made with regard to every element of production.

To attempt to explain,

defend, or otherwise analyze choices that are often nothing more than " gut reactions" is
difficult if not impossible.
generalizations.

Ican define my personal artistic style using only gross

Istrongly rely on instinct and intuition in every aspect of production

from design meetings to rehearsals. These reactions begin from the moment Ifirst read
ascript. It is these initial reactions that begin the process. These impressions then get
challenged and altered as the work on the production proceeds. As the styles of others
get mixed in, (i.e. designers, actors, technicians) my intuition becomes attuned both to
my own ideas of the play and to theirs. Of course intuition and instinct, being personal
reactions to acertain stimulus, are based in the individual's experience. The director's
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job is to inspire the instincts of all creators involved, never losing sight of the original
images that interested the director in the text.
Words such as image, intuition, and taste are ephemeral at best. Though all of
the instincts originate from the text and the characters written on the page, scientific and
literary analysis have little place here. In order to create life on the stage it is up to the
director to visualize and sense the atmosphere in which these characters live. It is here
that the creative, and artistic sides of the director are employed. Keeping this in mind,
Iwill attempt to explain some of the more important images and emotions that struck me
when Ifirst read Jacques And His Master. Iwill then go on to explain how these
reactions were translated onto the physical stage.

IMAGES
The images evoked in this play are strong and multi-layered. One of the strongest
images which is suggested throughout the play is that of the ghost. The ghost imagery
is used throughout the play as characters are constantly referring to aghost-like presence
that is both omniscient and omnipresent. This is aghost-like character who writes their
story, and resides somewhere "up there." By the end of the first act we find that the
great master who lives in the sky is none other than Diderot, the original creator of these
characters.

The ghost of Diderot becomes apresence in the play, and in the theatre.

Not only do the characters in the play constantly refer to Diderot, but they also make
repeated judgements on Kundera, their rewriter. The master goes so far as to put acurse
on Kundera, "Death to people who rewrite what's already been written! I'd like to see
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them skewered and barbecued. They should have their balls and ears cut off." (Callow,
p.67).

By conjuring up the ghosts of both Kundera and Diderot, the characters can

proceed to be the vehicle through which adialogue between the two authors can take
place.
Another form of ghost that appears in the script is abit more subtle, but just as
effective. The ghost is that of the characters themselves.

They each leave an imprint

on the lives of those characters which they have come in contact with. By so doing they
constantly alter the course of the story being told, and affect the end result.

The

Innkeeper invites Jacques to rewrite the story she tells simply by engaging him as a
listener. Bigre is another example of someone whose imprints are not felt until the end,
but his presence in Jacques' life alters the outcome of the play.

Of course it can be

argued that all of these events were predetermined, and that the impact that Bigre would
have on his life was decided long ago by the one who writes it all. It may or may not
have been written above, but the imprints were certainly structured so that as audience
members we can begin to appreciate the significance that even the least of characters may
play in our lives. The spirits of everyone we have ever come in contact with travel with
us, and it is our experiences, through these spirits, that inform our daily decisions, our
thought processes, and our feeling mechanisms.
Another image that is predominant in the script is the atmosphere imagery of
earth, texture, dirt, and smell. This is aplay that requires an atmosphere as much as it
requires abare stage.

The challenge in this is obvious. How this dilemma was dealt

with for our production will become obvious in the chapter on design. Suffice it to say
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that the search for structure and contradiction of classes, yet similarity of stories had to
come together in what should be avery tangible manner.

This is aplay that needs to

touch all senses including those of smell and taste. This is avery thought-provoking play
that gets down into the dirt of thought vs. feeling, and structure vs. instinct. It would
be agreat disservice to both audience and play to rob them of the textural grit that is
required by the play's thought provoking text. The images and themes of this play are
linked, as they are in any notable work.

The themes that are both supported and

suggested by the images evoked are complex and yet thoroughly compelling. It was my
wish that the images be made clear through the set design so that the actors would be
free to convey the ideas of the play unimpeded by the intellect of the piece since many
of the themes can easily become overwhelming and distracting to both audience and
actor.
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CHAPTER V: DIRECTORIAL ANALYSIS

IlIEME
The themes in Kundera's Jacques and His Master directly reflect the themes in
Diderot's original Jacques Le Fataliste.

The themes are many and varied.

They are

based on a study of art, history, philosophy, religion, character analysis, and human
interaction. With such abroad general spectrum of topics and an even broader array of
specified topics that range from specific human relationships, such as the master/servant
relationship to the specific role of the storyteller in the storytelling process, the focus of
the play is broad, and can be overwhelming. It is up to the director not only to analyze
each related theme, but to then pick and choose which themes will best suit the overall
production. The narrowing process is never an easy one.

However with Jacques and

His Master it is a particularly difficult task, owing to the extraordinarily clever and
provocative field of thought that one must cautiously, yet attentively, stroll through.
Jacques And His Master is based on the relationship between the two leads, the
unnamed Master and Jacques, the servant. By leaving the master nameless and drawing
on the French convention of using the name Jacques as a generic name for servant,
Diderot and Kundera have left the relationship open to interpretation. Certainly we are
dealing with astereotypic relationship that has been depicted throughout history with such
characters as Don Quixote and his trusty companion Sancho, Vladimir and Estragon
(Beckett's two tramps who find asocial order in their poverty), the Soldier Schweik who
is aservant to his country in amocking but ever obedient and loyal manner, and so on.
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The list is endless.

The study of human relationships through the master/servant

relationship recurs in many levels of literature and popular entertainment.

In

contemporary television the model has been used successfully in such shows as " Quantum
Leap" in which Sam, the time travelling bandit, is dependent on his friend and lifeline
to the 90's, Al.

All of these pairs, and hundreds like them have explored religious,

political, and psychological questions. In Jacques and His Master, however, these two
characters have been stripped to their barest essence. In robbing them of both name and
purpose the author reveals a basic truth about the microcosm of the master/servant
relationship, and the macrocosm of human interaction. All human interaction is based
on the yin-yang orientation that the master/servant relationship clearly exhibits.
Jacques notes at the end of act two,

"...

As

I'm indispensable to you." (Callow, p.66). The

truth is that the master/servant relationship is based on mutual need, and as indispensable
as Jacques believes he is to his Master, so is his Master indispensable to him.

They

attract each other, and maintain ayin-yang relationship in which they complement oneanother, and together they become whole.
This study of relationships does not end there. Diderot and Kundera continue to
question the make-up of not only one human's relationship with another, but they expand
the question to include queries on the human relationship to art, the creators of art, and
the artist's subjects. The stories unfold as Jacques, his Master, and the Innkeeper each
act as storyteller in creating and recreating stories that have been told athousand times.
They act as director, writer, and actor in re-enacting these stories for one another to
critique and enjoy as they will. This practice seems harmless at first; it is only once the
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story becomes reality that we, the reader, or the audience member, begin to see the
clever broadening of the subject and raising of the stakes.

Suddenly we are not

witnessing a story, but rather we all become characters in someone else's story.

The

creator of this story, called Diderot in the play, then becomes our definition of God, and
challenges our religious thought.
The layers that begin to be formed are then intertwined as repetition and
interruption are emphasized. The constant repetition of stories serves to fuel the fire of
debate between Jacques who is afatalist by nature, and his Master. Jacques is forever
quoting his former captain who,

"...

always used to say: everything that happens down

here, good and bad, was first written up there" (Callow, p.26), and his Master who
pokes fun at such beliefs without ever offering an alternative. The effect of the constant
repetition is emphasised when the master recognizes the trend, and reveals it to Jacques:
sometimes Ifill with anguish at the idea of this unending
repetition

...

isn't it always the same story that never changes?

Because in the end, Mme De La Pommeraye is just areplica of
Saint-Ouen.

And Iam only another version of your poor friend

Bigre and Bigre is nothing but the image of that dupe of a
Marquis. And Isee no difference between Justine and Agathe and
Agathe is a double of that little tramp the Marquis finally felt
himself forced to marry." (Callow, p.'78).
As the master rambles on about the constant repetition and variation we are
reminded that Diderot, and certainly Kundera, are also commenting on the repetition of
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history and the persistent endless circle that humanity seems to travel in to no known
ends. This endless journey to nowhere is reflected in these two characters who traipse
across France with no destination in mind.

Jacques clearly states the pointlessness of

both their journey and ours when he asks the audience, "Who knows where they're
going, eh? Do you know, any of you, where you're going?" (Callow, p.25). Kundera
then adds to the confusion by making his characters aware of their predicament. They
are trapped in atheatre, wandering around aimlessly. As Jacques notes when his master
asks why they have no horses, " You're forgetting we're on astage. How could we have
horses?" (Callow, p.41). Jacques goes on to observe that their current predicament is
due to,

"...

the danger of being invented by too many masters." (Callow,

p.

41). In the

original Jacques Le Fataliste Diderot gave them two horses on which they were to cross
France.

It is owing to Kundera's rewriting that these two are now trapped on astage

that is for them France, without the luxury of horses to make the journey bearable.
Throughout their journey the two characters seem to be in anever ending search
for structure. Here we have aprofound difference between this play and others such as
Waiting for Godot that it has been compared to. Whereas Godot is asearch for meaning
in what has been predetermined by the playwright to be ameaningless world, in Jacques
we have two characters uninterested in universal meaning, rather, they are interested in
structure as it relates to their own experiences. They are interested in how abad poet
fits into their world, and if this poet does not fit and has no purpose, why then is this
poet not dispensed with, or as Jacques suggests, " drown(ed)". The Master responds to
Jacques' suggestion by explaining that, "That was the practice in the past. In Sparta, in
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the good old days.... In our enlightened century, however, anyone at all can live to the
end of their natural span." (Callow, 43). Here we have both Diderot's and Kundera's
thoughts on the disintegration of values coupled with their literary snobbery reflected in
the Master's words, but more importantly we see that with the dismissing of the
unimportant people, there is suggested importance in the existence of both Jacques and
his Master. The meaning of their lives, and the effect that they will have on other lives
is predetermined and important. The two characters make limited judgements on their
creator, and no judgements on their circumstance. This difference gives the play aray
of hope that Godot does not share.

The importance of the whole of existence is not

decided on by either Diderot or Kundera, but rather is left to the audience to decide.
Fortunately this load is gently placed in our thoughts by two skilful masters of
word and thought who interweave heavy and light, comedy and philosophy with precision
and expertise. Kundera describes his play, Jacques and His Master, as being avehicle
through which two great minds have aforum in which to discuss and debate over the
span of two centuries. As presumptuous as this statement may be, it gave my production
abase. The dialogue between two centuries added alayer of repetition, lent credibility
to the journey which has now spanned from Diderot's France to Kundera's stage at the
Reeve, and has served as aguideline for the narrowing process that led the focus of the
various elements of theatre in differing directions. Despite music dealing with variation
and interruption, costumes dealing with period, stage design dealing with layered time
periods and philosophies, lights dealing with the direct audience involvement and
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participation, and actors dealing with the storytelling, all themes and theatrical elements
are united under the production umbrella of "The Dialogue".

CHARACTERIZATION
In Art Of The Novel, Milan Kundera talks about his process of character creation
as coding.

Kundera coins the phrase "experimental self" to define the purpose of a

character: " A character is not asimulation of aliving being. It is an imaginary being.
An experimental self." (Kundera, p.34). Through this "experimental self' Kundera can
examine individual situations and individual words. Kundera takes the opportunity in &t
of the Novel to describe his character approach:
"...

making acharacter ' alive' means: getting to the bottom of his

existential problem. Which in turn means: getting to the bottom
of some situations, some motifs, even some words that shape him.
Nothing more." (Kundera, p.35).
Kundera does not believe in apsychological approach to character analysis, but rather
he prefers what he calls a " non-psychological" approach to " apprehending the self."
"What is the non-psychological means to apprehend the self? To
apprehend the self in my novels (or plays) means to grasp the
essence of its existential problem. To grasp its existential code
(T)he code of this or that character is made up of certain key
words." (Kundera,

p.

29).
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The words that shape his characters are code words that become defined by the actions
that his various characters take during the course of the novel, or in this case, the course
of the play. Realizing that this was Kundera's approach to character creation, Ifelt it
important to find the appropriate words for each character in Jacques and His Master,
and to use these words as clues to the author's ties to the script.

This approach to

character analysis proved fruitful. Here Ihave recorded not only the key words, but
what makes them key words in the coding process for each of the main characters. It
should be noted that in many cases the characters were played by the same actor, and in
the case of the Innkeeper! Mme. De La Pommeraye the change required was
instantaneous.

The code words proved to be a very useful tool in the immediate

character changes. The words served as both akey to trigger the quick change, and as
aguideline through which clearly differentiated characters with very specific objectives
were created.

Ultimately this helped both the actor and director in organizing and

narrowing the focus of the characters and the production.
The code words for Jacques were given to me in the script. At the end of act two
Jacques becomes very insightful about his relationship to his Master, and in a short
passage he defines each of their respective roles in very specific terms.
words " substance"

and "influence" in describing himself.

He uses the

To these I added

"opportunistic". It is certainly true that within the master/servant relationship Jacques
is the one who carries the down-to-earth, " street" smarts. He is the one who is grounded
in the realities of every situation that presents itself. He provides the substance to the
relationship.

It is he who carries the weight as well as the influence.

As he puts it,
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though his master is the one to give the orders., it is he who " chooses among them."
Certainly it is true that the Master does not make amove without first getting Jacques'
opinion, and hopefully his approval. Iadd "opportunistic" to the list, using the term in
its positive, optimistic sense.

Jacques carefully assesses every situation, and then

manipulates it so that the outcome best suits either his own or his master's needs. The
word " manipulate" carries with it anegative connotation that Ibelieve applies to Jacques.
In the same way that he manipulates the situation with Justine to his own ends, so does
he manipulate the Master's emotions in order to get the Master to recognize his points.
He willingly distorts or exaggerates for his own benefit. We forgive this since he is able
to do it with apolished, boyish charm, but we do not and cannot forget that Jacques is
not the most honest of fellows, and at times his actions are certainly less then amiable.
Ihesitate to add the word " fatalist" to the list. Though it is avalid observation of his
basic belief system, Jacques' character is based in his contentment which is what his
fatalist beliefs have given him.

In his world there is no need to worry, after all,

everything that happened has been preordained to happen. There is no need to question
or define meaning; in fact according to Jacques it is blasphemous to consider the
possibility of their author being a bad poet by questioning his work.
epitome of what Kundera calls the, " absolute of the non-serious."

Jacques is the

He has the unique

ability and talent to not take anything seriously, and in so doing is free to play,
exaggerate, and tell extraordinary stories. It is through these stories that Jacques gains
avery subtle power that translates to influence well disguised.
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In the same speech in which Jacques labels himself, he also clearly labels the
Master as appearance and power.

These labels Ido not readily agree with.

would label the Master as " facade" and "innocent".

Rather I

Facade is the artificial outward

appearance. This reaches beyond the physical appearance to include the appearance of
wisdom, learning, and thought. Though the Master is well versed in etiquette, manners,
and intellect, it is Jacques who is trained in the practical knowledge. Together they are
two halves of awhole. The Master is innocent and naive. He is easily taken advantage
of, whereas Jacques is not. It takes the Master several years to come to the conclusion
that Jacques reaches in afew minutes with respect to the trustworthiness of Saint-Ouen.
Saint-Ouen is an interesting study

By twentieth century standards he is a

loathsome creature, but when examined in the realm of the eighteenth century we see that
he merely amuses himself with games that were often played in the eighteenth century
in order to dispel the boredom and complacency of the aristocracy. The code words for
him are " manipulative", "gamester", "arrogant" and "winner".

These are words that

helped the actor to focus on the positive aspects of the character that he had to play.
Saint-Ouen is aman who plays games to win. He does not know how to lose, moreover
with the stakes that he plays for, he cannot afford to lose. He is arrogant, because he
must be arrogant to win. His manipulations, though transparent to both Jacques and the
audience, are in fact very subtle. He, like Jacques, is not trapped by the conventions of
society and is therefore freed to play. The comparison that the Master makes between
Jacques and Saint-Ouen has great validity, and although Jacques is able to talk his Master
out of the comparison, the audience has been made consciously aware of the similarities.
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The Innkeeper and Madame De La Pommeraye are worth talking about for
several reasons. It is an imbalance in Kundera's work that female characters are at best
sketches.

In Jacques and His Master the women characters become caricatures.

worked hard to breathe athird dimension into these characters.

I

On the surface, code

words for the Innkeeper might be "bawdy", or "larger than life." 'Though I did
encourage bawdiness in the character, the code words that Isaw were " demanding",
"assertive", " domineering", and " opportunistic".

These are twentieth-century words

imposed on an eighteenth century female, but not without cause.

Her "Rambo-like"

approach to both the Master and Jacques remind me of the saying that awoman must
work twice as hard to be thought of as half as good as aman. She works very hard to
gain the attention and respect of both the Master and Jacques.

Madame De La

Pommeraye, played by the same actress, holds adifferent attraction. Her code words
resemble those of Jacques and,Saint-Ouen. She is manipulative, and opportunistic but
she goes to the extremes of being scheming and ruthless.

Whereas we can forgive

Jacques his indiscretions, both Saint-Ouen and the Madame are scheming. And whereas
we see Saint-Ouen as nasty, we see the Madame as calculatingly malicious.
Certainly there are many similarities between various character codes.

The

variations on the characters and the repetition of the schemes are made clear by the
overlapping of the code words. With the pinpointing of these terms, and the guidelines
that they suggest, the weave of the production fabric was made tighter and stronger.
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CHAPTER VI: STAGING THE TEXT

CASTING CONSIDERATIONS
The biggest danger in producing this play is the potential to give in to the weight
of the philosophical ideas being addressed. Isuspected that there would be danger in the
actors becoming awed by the material. If the actors had attempted to put meaning and
weight into their performances the structure of the play would not be able to sustain the
added pressure and would collapse under it. The play needed to be delivered in alighthearted fashion seemingly free of the intellect. This suspicion was confirmed by Richard
Rose who had had aproblem with one of his actors becoming entrenched in the material,
and losing sight of the character.
Another consideration in casting had to do with the basics of this play. The play
is based on the art of storytelling. It was important that every cast member be able to
both tell astory, and listen to astory. Their ability to create stories, convey the stories
with passion, direct those stories, listen to someone else telling astory, and act out a
narrated character created by someone else were all very important to the final unity of
the cast and consistency of the production.
The final criterion was that they all take direction well.

Having worked with

University actors before, Iwas aware of the quirks of these individuals who were in
various stages on the road to becoming actors.

Believing strongly in an ensemble

working environment, and given the various states of acting talent in the company, Ifelt
that it was important that their ability to accept and utilize direction be uniform.
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These three criteria laid the boundaries. Within these boundaries my only notion
was that the group would have to look good when put together. Iauditioned two actors
at a time and at times specifically paired actors keeping in mind specific dynamics
between individual actors.

The most important stipulation was that the actors cast as

Jacques and his Master had to find arapport and aworking relationship whereby the two
actors came not only to trust each other, but to push each other to new heights.

The

person who played Jacques had to be strong enough to work as ringmaster and
storyteller, while whoevet played the Master had to be not only astraight man, but a
comedian as well.
Ihad been given alot of advice on the parameters that Ishould keep in mind
while casting. The advice came from the directors that Ihad interviewed, the translator,
and various professors. Though Ilistened to everyone, and was grateful for their input,
in the end Iwent into the auditions with only the general guidelines outlined above. I
remained open-minded to every possible combination, and in the end that openmindedness served me well. It allowed me to mix and match actor to character in unique
ways. Imatched characters, in some cases casting actors in anywhere from two to four
roles.

This approach allowed me to condense to a cast of only ten members (who

between them played twenty-two roles).

With this aggressive approach to character

breakdowns and casting, the production was cast, and what was left was alot of work
ahead of us all.
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REHEARSAL APPROACH,
The rigours of the audition (which is explained in detail in the production journal)
prepared the actors for the work ahead.

The rehearsal process was long, but it was

structured. The emphasis remained on their ability to be engaging while telling stories.
The first week of rehearsals involved many improvisations in which the actors were
asked to describe aplace in minute detail, or to relay afairytale.

The group worked

together in creating stories, and they worked as each other's audience during the telling
of these stories. The exercises worked to unify them as agroup, and to encourage and
expand their storytelling capabilities.
Week two was the greatest challenge to most of the actors.

We worked on

improvising the text. For many of them this was anew experience, and some of them
were not particularly comfortable with this approach, but the work done in this week
gave each of them an

"

in "

to their character(s). The work gave the production depth;

it added athird dimension to both character and text.
By week three we were ready to block the script. Owing to specific patterns and
pictures that Iwas working towards, the process was meticulous and slow. This is when
the fight choreography was introduced. Up until this time Ihad had the entire company
work for the first half hour of rehearsal on playing games together. Once the fight was
choreographed the Master and Saint-Ouen practised the fight on stage while the others
played the games.
During weeks four and five we worked to bring it all together.

In the fourth

week we ran individual acts; we also worked on enunciation. Ifelt that the text deserved
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the extra force, and seeming accent that precise punctuation can give. With one week
of rehearsals left before the first technical rehearsal we ran the entire show nightly in
order to get afeel for the pacing. This play is tricky. The pace must remain upbeat and
fast despite temptations to slow down or give dramatic pause.

The actor's job, as I

described it to them, was to tell an amusing story, and to get tremendous pleasure and
satisfaction out of the telling, and the listening. The thematic undertones were to be just
that, undertones.

It was up to the blocking, the stage pictures created, and the, visual

elements to deliver the message of the piece.

PHYSICAL STAGING
Physical staging elements range from particular character choices to specific
blocking and stage pictures, all of which are orchestrated by the director.

It is the

unification of all of these elements that makes astrong production. In Jacques and His
Master individual character choices were made, based on period and class status. The
distinction between centuries became the distinction between the story teller and the
story; therefore it was the characters in the stories such as Agathe and the Marquis who
had to use specific period movements and gestures. The male stance in the eighteenth
century with the turned out calf was one instance of giving the production the flavour of
eighteenth century France.

We payed attention to period walks for both men and

women; Agathe's use of the fan, and the Madame's use of the parasol were all added to
give the audience aflavour of the eighteenth century as they believe it to have been. We
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concentrated more on staging the twentieth century perception of the eighteenth century
than on being historically accurate.
The class distinctions that are an important part of this play were handled in a
similar manner. Characters were given specific tasks that emphasized their station. An
example of this would be the differences in eating etiquette between Jacques and his
Master. While Jacques boldly tore his meat and bread with his fingers and hands, the
Master delicately ate small pieces of food with fork and knife, holding his pinky out at
all times.

This type of attention to detail emphasized the importance of the class

distinctions, and gave the production an authentic feel.
In order to help the audience in further distinguishing between the story and the
storyteller Imade clear distinctions among areas of the stage in blocking the play. The
stories were restricted to the centre rake and the upper platforms. The sand areas were
reserved for the storytellers. The trick came when the story teller becomes Diderot, and
Jacques and his Master are suddenly the characters instead of the story tellers.
Characters from both stories were now brought into what Ideemed "real time." Both
Saint-Ouen and Young Bigre are now free to use any part of the stage, including the sand
areas, and in fact Saint-Ouen is blocked to enter the sword fight from the sand, and the
sand is also utilized in the fight choreography.

As abit of foreshadowing Iblocked

Young Bigre to walk through the sand in his first scene on stage. Ithought it asubtle
touch that the imprints of the man who was to save Jacques in the end were already in
the sand.
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Since all of these stories remain in the storyteller's minds until they can finally
tell them, Ihad the characters that were apart of either of the stories remain on stage
in designated areas so that while Jacques was telling his story, Agathe and Saint-Ouen
were still visible to both the Master and the audience.

This allowed for a flow of

storytelling whereby the stories begin to be woven together until finally they come
together in what Kundera calls the " intercut dialogue" scene.

Whereas up until now

Jacques' story has been acted out on rake left, and the Master's story has been acted out
on rake right, now all four characters are thrown onto the rake at once, yelling across
the characters in the other story, and Jacques is observing all from above on the ladder.
The blocking in which they are all thrown together reflects the dialogue that is thrown
together, and the constant interruption of storytelling that is an on going theme in the
play. This scene ends with Jacques coming down from his perch, the Master and SaintOuen on rake left, Young Bigre and Justine on rake right, and Jacques in the middle
looking at the four characters (for the Master had been playing acharacter in his story)
and noting that the two stories are, " strangely similar".
While the above deals with the distinction between storyteller and story there was
one more layer to deal with, and that was the twentieth century representatives, the
audience. Since it is Kundera's belief that this play throws the two centuries together,
Ithought what better way to do that than to put the representatives of each century right
next to one another throughout.

This problem was easily solved by using the audience

area as well as the stage. Jacques and his Master entered from the audience, and they
climbed up onto the stage after several minutes of dialogue that took place while they are
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travelling through the audience. During the story telling periods in act one both Jacques
and his Master took their seats in the audience while the other told his story, and toward
the end of the play Jacques jumped into the audience, protesting that he would not go on,
he would wait in the audience until the play was over. By placing the characters so close
to the audience Icreated a constant reminder that Jacques and his Master are the
audience and that the periods may have changed, but the issues are still the same.
Jacques and his Master come from the twentieth century as much as they come from the
eighteenth century. They are timeless, because their problems are our problems, their
issues our issues, and their need for each other our need for each other and for them.
The repetition of history that allows for their problems to be our problems was
also addressed by the blocking. Act three blocking begins in asimilar fashion to act one.
Though the two travellers do not enter from the audience, they cross back stage behind
the platforms, again emphasizing that anywhere in the theatre is fair game. Once they
get on stage they resume their blocking from act one; Jacques places the bags in the same
spot in the sand, the Master does the same staggered cross, first up on the rake, then
down to Jacques, and finally sits on the edge of the rake. We even repeat the actions of
Jacques giving his Master the drinking flask at centre stage.
Individual characters were given very specific directions on how to cross the
stage. Each character's cross reflected that character's psychological tendencies. For
instance, Jacques always walked in very direct lines to where he was going. His limp
emphasized the accuracy and directness of his cross.

The Master tended to move in

slower semi-circles that were never completed. As mentioned before, the Master had
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staggered crosses. He would cross from rake left to centre rake, stop for awhile, then
resume the cross. Saint-Ouen's was the most interesting cross. He utilized anitscurve"
cross.

Due to the coyness and manipulative characteristics that Iassociated with his

character, Ithought it appropriate to reflect the characteristics in his walk. The time it
took for him to cross downstage, and the command with which he did it made the
audience squirm and wonder what mischief he was plotting.
Stage pictures are apersonal bias of mine.

Ilove to utilize foreground and

background in order to create momentary pictures that mirror the intensity of the actions
and words. Several times Iutilized split focus, for instance when the Master is seated
on the stage right edge of the rake mourning the loss of Jacques, and Jacques enters from
platform one on the upper stage left side and stands watching. Or when Young Bigre
returns to his father's shop and Jacques descends the stairs. Old Bigre and Jacques are
at the table at centre rake eating, Young Bigre is at the downstage edge of the rake
fuming, and Justine is frantically dressing above on the loft. (See Appendix I.) These are
just two examples in aproduction of pictures that served as momentary exclamation
points to the action.
The pictures that Icreated, and the weave of the stories created by the blocking
all reflect my personal directing style.

The emphasis on foreground-background, the

particulars of the foreshadowing, and the commentary are the momentary strokes of my
paint brush. It is these strokes that make aproduction unique. It is these strokes that
allow the creativity and the artistry of the director to shine through.
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PART ifi: THE DESIGN

"Design is the physicalization of poetic ideas"
Francis Hodge (p.198)
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OVERVIEW
Set, costume, light, sound, props, make-up, and poster design are all very
important to the total look of any show. The process of design is aco-creative one. In
the ease of Jacques and His Master, the talents and efforts of five different designers
were used. The designers' insights were united by the directorial concept, however, their
individual talents were put to good use.

The designers' creativity and innovations

enhanced my original vision of this play.

This chapter accurately retraces the design

process for all aspects of the show including the origins of many of the design concepts,
which in some cases came from previous productions of Jacques And His Master.
It is said that any theatrical production has within it the consciousness of all
previous productions of the play.
Master.

This was certainly the case for Jacques And His

Many of the design ideas came from the restructuring of ideas used in past

productions. It is my opinion that the rich literary history that Jacques And His Master
enjoys is enriched by the theatrical history ,that we not only acknowledged, but utilized
to our own ends.

This layer of homage to past productions added a fullness to our

production that was felt by the audience members, even if only on asubconscious level.
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CHAPTER VII: THE VISUAL

SET DESIGN AND PROPS
The Other Productions
Before interviewing Richard Rose, and before investigating the Sontag and Callow
productions of Jacques And His Master, Iwrote down my impressions of the play. The
needs and requirements of the play as I then saw them were based in simplicity.
Whatever Iwas going to do with the set and the props, it could in no way inhibit or
distract from the action or the storyline. The play required an open space for free flow
of the actors.

Ialso wanted to leave the space open to my creativity in blocking.

I

wanted to fill the space with the actor's bodies; Iwanted to use patterns of movement
such as " S" curves or half circles in blocking.
The stage that Kundera describes is avery plain one.

He wants the stage to

remain the same throughout the play. He envisions the stage divided into two parts, a
lower stage in front, and araised stage behind. He defines the front area as the present,
and the raised "rostrum" area as the past.

He then talks about aladder at the back

leading from the elevated rostrum to acloset.

His only other note is that the stage

should remain empty and therefore as abstract and as simple as possible:
"Only for certain episodes do the actors themselves bring on
tables, chairs, etc.

It is important to guard against ornamental,
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illustrative or symbolic elements in the design. They go against
the spirit of the play." (Callow, 21).
Sheila Richardson Lee was the costume, set and props designer for this show. Together,
Sheila and Iremained faithful to this request. Though we had quite abit on the stage,
especially with the loft, the feeling of an empty stage was always there, and we
effectively stayed away from symbolic or illustrative elements in the set. With both set
and props we remained true to the script by using only the most essential props and
choreographing the props to be used repeatedly in numerous ways, such as the table that
was used in both the Bigre scene and the Inn scene. Simplicity was the key, and alarge
part of the design and rehearsal processes was to find the simplest means to an end. In
so doing we remained faithful to Kundera's wishes, but more importantly, we served the
play well.
The Reeve Theatre configuration worked against the basic design needs of the
show. The main problem of the configuration was the side seats: they were angled into
the audience. They faced the audience pit area; they did not face the stage.

Another

problem of this configuration was the sightlines. There would be no way to have alarge
structure on stage, because it would inhibit sightlines for both sets of side seating. A
large structure on arelatively empty stage would also inhibit movement.

Ihad no

demands in terms of entrances or exits. Iwanted entrances to be from anywhere and
everywhere, including the house so that all action could flow from the audience to the
stage and back to the audience. The script didn't require any specific entrances and I
had no desire to define the space beyond Kundera's stipulations.
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A primary concern of mine was to create distinct acting areas that would be used
to clearly distinguish between Jacques' story, the Master's story, and the Innkeeper's
story.

In addition there is a distinction between past and present that needed to be

addressed. Kundera requests that the stage be divided into two acting areas, an upstage
area and adownstage area: "All the action which takes place in the present is played on
the forestage; the scenes from the past are staged on the area behind." (Callow, p.21).
It was my belief that adistinction between acting areas for the stories was as important
as the areas for past and present. The solution was to create individual layers in the set
that reflected these layers of action and theme. It was my goal to use the set to clarify
rather than complicate. What we came up with was aset that had araked disk at centre
surrounded by sand on the ground level. Two platforms ran across the back from stage
right to stage left upstage of the disk, and ahigh loft area that allowed for movement
both above and below. The design was brilliantly simple, and functional. Stories, which
were the enactment of the past, were easily staged on various parts of the rake,
platforms, and loft. The scenes that took place in the present made extensive use of the
sanded areas and the "in between" areas such as the ladders, the audience areas, and the
upstage area behind the second platform. The effective use of the design in the staging
made the play easy to follow.
The props, as with the set, would have to be minimal. Neither the set nor the
props could afford to impose upon the story. Both the set and the props would have to
work to lighten the load of the play; Icould not afford to have them weigh down the
show. It was up to the actors to tell the story, and nothing could take away from the
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language of the play, least of all the design. The props that we chose were important in
adding atmosphere and creating the world of the play. Since we used only the significant
props, each prop had to be carefully chosen. Each prop added texture and flavour to the
production. Since we were attempting to span two centuries, there had to be asense of
timelessness, and yet asuggestion of eighteenth century France in every prop used. Both
personal props and set dressings were kept to aminimum, save the bags and saddle that
Jacques had to carry throughout the play. From the first time Iread this play Ihad a
very strong mental image of what Jacques should look like. It was important to me that
he be weighed down by saddle bags, carpet bags, and areal saddle. One of my greatest
pleasures was seeing my vision of Jacques realized, and the effect that the sight of
Jacques carrying the bags had on the authentic feel of the story. It is, after all, Jacques
and his Master who carry their "baggage" through two centuries to meet us in the Reeve
Theatre in 1990.

Evolution of the Design
At our first design meeting Igave Sheila averbal outline of some of the ideas that
Ihad concerning the script, and she in turn relayed to me some of her impressions. We
then discussed our various points of view and concluded that we were thinking along the
same lines. It was arelief to her to find that Isaw this play as an eighteenth century
play, which meant that we could concentrate on aspecific time period, aperiod that we
both enjoyed working with. Ispoke with her about my idea of ghosts and imprints, and
that I wanted a substance on stage that would leave prints.

I suggested perhaps
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something like clay, chalk, or sand. She told me that she was thinking of using sand in
the design.

We both saw this play in terms of rough textures; she suggested that we

might also want to think about using straw. We talked about how Sheila found the text
similar to Stoppard's Rosencranz and Guildenstern Are Dead, particularly in the search
for answers that lead to more questions instead of answers, and the cyclical nature of
both plays. It was the cyclical nature of Jacques and His Master that led us to the shape
of the rake.

Itold Sheila that if the play was indeed asearch, then Ithought it was a

search for structure rather than meaning. Meaning was to be understood by the creator,
but the structure was the key to purpose, and the way of discovering structure was
through repeated story telling.

There is no denying that the theme of repetition is a

strong one in both this script and in Rosencranz And Guildenstern, but in Jacques And
His Master we are not dealing with the improbability of the outcome of acoin toss; we
are dealing with the relationship of, the creator to his work, the effects of one piece of
work upon other pieces of work, and the layers of creators and creations, or storytellers
and story characters.

The movement in the play as Isaw it was aprogression from

storyteller to character in a story of adifferent level.

The use of layering and levels

would be very important to the design. The changing of the storyteller from the Master
in acontrolled atmosphere, the Reeve, to Diderot who lives in adifferent plane, expands
the Reeve to encompass the Universe. Diderot becomes aphysical character in the play
who lives in the Reeve's catwalk.

This suggested to Sheila that Iwanted to use the

height of the Reeve which she told me she thought was one of the Reeve's greatest
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assets; Iagreed. With that she told me that she thought she had an idea of what Iwas
thinking about and that she wanted to go back and look at the script.
At our next meeting Iasked Sheila for arake. Iexplained that Iwanted it to be
asteep rake that would require the actors to work. We tossed this idea back and forth.
A couple of meetings later she came up with the rake that we used, and Iwas thrilled.
The rake was predominantly circular, but it had afew angles on it, one of which jutted
out into the audience. The reason that Ihad wanted the rake originally was to force the
dialogue between two centuries by forcing the actors into the audience. The point that
thrust out into the first row of the audience accomplished this beautifully. It created an
extraordinarily strong area down centre on the rake.

Iused this spot to its fullest

potential during Jacques' monologue in which he curses abad poet. During the entire
speech he knelt on the edge of the rake, and with his hands tied, isolated in atight circle
of light, he made his plea to the audience.
From the beginning the design process had gone smoothly. Early on Sheila and
Ihad both agreed upon what the play was about, and the function that the setwould play
in the overall picture. This made the final decisions relatively easy. Itrusted Sheila; I
knew that she had afeeling for my approach to the script. We had established good,
open communication, so that the questions were answered, and the problems were solved
as they came up, and they were solved to our mutual satisfaction. Questions that came
up were things like the placement of the ladder in relation to the loft. At first Sheila and
Ihad decided that it would have to be placed at the side of the platform so that the base
sits on the flat part of the disk. After careful consideration however, Sheila decided that
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she preferred the ladder to come off the downstage left side of the platform.

This

worried me for two reasons. First of all Iwas concerned about the anchor of the ladder
being on the rake.

Being reassured that it would be completely safe, I was then

concerned about the effects this would have on the blocking.

This would mean that

coming down the ladder an actor would have to have his/her back to the audience, and
the amount of disk space that the ladder would have to consume would take away from
potential acting areas. Sheila convinced me to let her build aladder for the model so that
we would be able to look at it in perspective. Iam glad that we approached the problem
this way. The ladder that she made for the model showed me that the ladder that she
was talking about could work if it was narrow. The throw into the disk was not too bad,
and left plenty of room for the actors; the ladder would be built so that it was completely
safe. In the end the new placement of the ladder worked beautifully to balance the set,
and the blocking worked well. The actors were very courageous. They used the ladder
as steps, and therefore were able to ascend and descend with no problem. The ladder
placement also led to some very interesting blocking choices. In some cases we used the
ladder as yet another acting area.
The upper part of the platform was another interesting problem.

Sheila and I

were both afraid that we would be forced to put a rail on it for safety purposes;
fortunately this was not the case. For practical as well as aesthetic reasons we placed
the posts at three of the four corners. Many people saw areference to the gallows in the
design of these posts.

They thought that Sheila and Iwere attempting to project the

assumed final destination of these characters. Though one could certainly look at them
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that way, that was not my intention, and Idoubt that Sheila had it in mind when she
designed them. The truth is that they were an alter-thought for practical reasons. We
wanted to give the actors something to hold onto when climbing down the ladder; we
also wanted to give them something that they could easily spot so that they would always
be aware of the parameters of the loft space. For me they served to use the power of
the height of the Reeve, which was something that both of us had talked about doing
from the word go. Quite deliberately the posts were only half posts with the suggestion
of continuation. They suggested aroof by the curves at the top, without actually defining
one.

The posts added another layer to a set whose strong suit was the layering of

textures, and acting areas.
The idea of building atrap door into the rake proved to be cause for concern, so
instead Itraded it for a more complex stage floor that added two platforms with two
different levels of acting areas. At first Ihad requested atrap in the centre of the rake.
One day alter having looked at the model and having reread the script, Isuggested to
Sheila that we raise the second butt higher than the first set so that we have two
walkways, and astep between the two, running from stage left to stage right upstage of
the loft. Sheila said that she liked the idea. She thought it might add fullness and depth
to the set; Iagreed.

It would also give me yet another strong acting area, and yet

another level to play with.

In the same meeting Sheila mentioned to me that the

carpenters were not particularly happy with the prospect of the trap, especially one
placed in the centre of the rake as we had planned. Iasked if it would help if we cut it.
Iexplained that as long as Ihad the second level at the back Isaw no real need for the
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trap. It would be nice to have, but Icertainly did not need it, and Iwas just as happy
with the two platforms running behind the disk. With that we scrapped the idea of the
trap, and the design was, for the most part finalized. Out of necessity we later added
the back ladder. This was more for structure stability than anything else, but it was still
put to good use by the actors.
The props, as Ihave said before, were there merely as requirements of the play.
There were no extra props added. The only stage dressing was for the wheelwright shop
where we hung afew "period" tools. Iput the word period in quotation marks because
we played loose and free with the 1780's. We followed the script in its request for,
"...the eighteenth century as we imagine it today." (Callow, 21).
were made, including the tables that were used.

Many of the props

In these cases we were going for a

specific look, but there were instances where we settled for what we could get, for
example, the chairs in the Mme. De La Pommeraye scenes. The overall look, however,
was wonderful.

The mixed textures of the straw and the sand, as well as the mixed

styles of furniture such as the two different kinds of tables, and the different stools and
chairs all added to aunique atmosphere which allowed the layers of class, position,
philosophy, and human relationships to unfold naturally during the course of the play.
In other words, the design served the play well.
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STAGE LIGHTING
It was my wish to use the lights to distinguish between story time, and real time.
Idefined story time as any time that one of the three main characters was narrating a
story, and real time as the time in which we saw Jacques and his Master as they are, be
it travelling through the Reeve, or eating and debating at the Inn. What Iwanted from
the lights was adistinction between avery bright, vibrant stage when a story is being
told, and dark, dusty, atmospheric lights that Inamed travelling lights. Ialso wanted to
be able to isolate hot spots at centre rake, and on the downstage tip of the rake. Iused
these areas to highlight important moments in the script such as at the end of act two
when Jacques is lecturing Mme. De La Pommeraye. Throughout that speech all lights
were down except for those at centre rake which is where Jacques was standing.
Despite what Jim Andrews, the lighting designer, felt was miscommunication, he
did pick up on many of the images that Iwas going for, and translated them into his
design.

One of these images was that these two characters are travelling through the

Reeve. They come out of the audience, they keep returning to the audience, they are a
part of the audience, and most importantly, when they are separated there is the
possibility that their partner will be found in the audience. All of this suggested to Jim
that the house lights should never go completely out. This suggestion brought me back
to a thought that Ihad after reading the play a second time.

Ithought it would be

interesting to use Brechtian alienation techniques to constantly remind the audience that
they are watching aplay, and yet maintain aclose knit with the audience. Though this
idea was dumped early on, Iwas happy to see that we used apart of it in the final
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production. The houselights remaining dimly on throughout the play was very effective.
Other contributions that Jim made included the use of gobos. He had adifferent gobo
for each of the three stories, but he also had agobo for the travellers. The gobo seemed
to be roads haphazardly placed on the stage, walls, and backdrop. In the end the roads
were confined to the stage, though Ifound Jim's idea fascinating.
The one cue that Iquestioned was the light cue for the beginning of act three.
On my preliminary light cue list Ihad stipulated that it was ten in the morning. What
Igot was black with side lights that were only apparent when the two actors were on
stage. The cue had the road gobo on the rake, avery dim blue and orange light, and the
side lights that picked out the actors as they crossed upstage of the rake and platforms,
showing them only from the waist up.

At first Idid not like this cue because Iwas

expecting somthing completely different. As rehearsals proceeded, however, the cue
grew on me until it became one of my favourites.

The way in which the side light

picked the actors out of the background of black and roads resonated.

It gave this

momentary scene atimelessness that fit the production perfectly.
There was one special that Iasked for that Ithought was very effective. It was
for the end of the play when Iwanted the two travellers to assume astance and freeze
on the upper platform, and Iwanted them to appear in silhouette, which required
backlighting. Jim thought side lights would be effective here, and the cue became afour
part cue that the stage manager called off the freeze of the characters. The first part of
the cue had all lights, house and stage, fade out, then stage right side lights hit, followed
by stage left side lights, then finally the back lights hit for the full silhouette effect. The
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music then faded up. After a moment all lights and sound faded to black and the play
was over.

It was very effective conclusion thanks to the collaborative process of

designer, director, stage manager, and operator.
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CHAPTER VIII: THE PERIOD

COSTUME DESIGN
Just as with set, Sheila and Iseemed to be on the same wave length with regards
to costumes. Once again one of my main concerns was to push the theme of adialogue
between two centuries. With the costumes Iwanted to do that by using an eighteenth
century silhouette, but twentieth century materials.
clothes themselves.

Iwanted to create aclash in the

And if nowhere else, Iwanted this to happen in Jacques', the

Master's, and the Innkeeper's costumes, which meant at least three builds.
A very important part of our early costume discussions had to do with colour
schemes and groupings. It was very important to me that the groupings dealt with story
teller versus character. With this definition Jacques, the Master, and the Innkeeper are
logically grouped together. They are the three story tellers. Iwanted them all to be in
earthy tones.

They also had to stand out from the rest.

Ihad no problem with the

others being in pastel colours. As it turned out, it was not the colour that made these
three characters stand out, but rather the material. Both Jacques and His Master had a
marbleized material as part of their costume. Jacques' costume included apinkish/grey
marble like vest, and the Master's costume included ablueish marble like coat. These
additions to their costumes made their costumes come to life. The Innkeeper had avery
deep rust coloured top with a striped skirt; this again helped to bring her out of the
mainstream of costumes. The colour coding that did end up working was adistinction
of class.

All characters that held astation of wealth and prestige had acostume that
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reflected this. The materials were smoother, and the colours bright and vibrant. Those
characters belonging to the lower classes were dressed accordingly. Their costumes were
predominantly earth tones, and made of rougher materials such as wool and sack cloth.

MAKE-UP AND HAIR DESIGN
Class distinction was further emphasized by our use of make-up and wigs. Those
characters holding ahigher status, such as the Master and Saint Ouen, used heavy period
make-up and period hair. The Eighteenth century upper class man and woman used a
heavy white powder base, much like aclown's base in the twentieth century, and then
used suggestions of colour in the lip and eye areas. Given the natural skin types of many
of the actors aspecial base combining white and pink was used as the facial base. We
suggested an upper class status by using the powdered faces that were not exaggerated,
but were clearly not natural. For the purposes of contrast and distinction the lower class
characters all had natural make-up. On stage they appeared make-up free.

Old Bigre

was the only character to use aging make-up. All of the characters in the stories, both
upper and lower class, were kept clean and neat, the story tellers were granted the reality
of their situations. Since they were travelling on dirt roads, both Jacques and his Master
were soiled in some way. Jacques applied dirt to his forehead and chin, and we broke
down his clothes.

The Master's boots were thoroughly soiled, but the rest of his

appearance was un-dirtied in order to emphasize the class difference between him and
Jacques. Since the Innkeeper had to quickly become acharacter in her own story, and
a character with upper class rank, we kept her and her clothes unsoiled.

We did
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however give her asoiled apron, mob cap, and dish cloth to use as the Innkeeper, and
clean gloves, shawl, and parasol to use as Mme. De La Pommeraye.
Beauty marks were also used to distinguish between classes.

These were little

black or brown marks cut out in various shapes such as circles, hearts, or diamonds.
These beauty marks were then placed on various parts of the body such as above the lip,
on the cheek, chin, or chest. John Cox, the make-up designer, and Iwere careful not
to overuse the beauty mark since overuse of the beauty mark has connotations of humour
and lack of taste. The only time that it was used to comical ends was with the prostitute
mother and daughter.

We gave them each afew beauty marks in order to emphasize

their lack of taste and fashion sense. The Master, Saint Ouen, Agathe, and the Marquis
each had one beauty mark carefully placed in atasteful area of the body, and careful not
to be repetitious or mocking of one another.
Hair was also used to distinguish between classes, and story teller/character.
Most upper class men and women of the eighteenth century wore white hair wigs that
they placed over their own hair concealing their natural colour.

All of the upper class

characters, save the storytellers, the Master and the Innkeeper, had white wigs to
complete the picture of the eighteenth century upper class gentry.

The lower class

characters wore no wigs. For an actor whose hair was not naturally long enough, special
attachments were made to match his/her natural hair colour. Special attachments were
made for both Jacques and his Master.
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CHAPTER IX: FOR THE THINKER

SOUND DESIGN
Windsor Viney, the sound designer for the production, did a terrific job.
Together we made the music avery cerebral experience. We latched on to the ideas of
interruption and dialogue between two centuries for the preshow music. We intercut a
twentieth century piece of music by one of Kundera's favourite composers, with an
eighteenth century Bach concerto for harpsichords. The two pieces were Leos Janacek's
Miadi (" Youth") for wind sextet, and J.S. Bach's Concerto for Four Harpsichords and
Strings in A minor. These two pieces were constantly interrupted by/interrupting each
other. It set, the atmosphere for an evening of interruption and dialogue.
Our hopes for the other cues were that they would be similar yet different. We
wanted three variations (one for each story) of an original theme. The original theme
that Windsor found was apassage from Le Prelude de l'Elève by Angelique Diderot,
Denis Diderot's daughter.

The variations that Irequested had a lot to do with the

instrument that it was being played on.
guitars.

For the Master's variation Isaw flutes and

Iwanted it to be airy and flighty to reflect the content and substance of the

character of the Master. For Jacques Iwanted earthy, harsh sounds such as low brass
instruments. The Innkeeper was associated with the standard period harpsichord since
her story most closely resembles aperiod anecdote. Windsor also played with varying
tempos and repeating phrases.

He used aDX7 for all of this. With Christine Azad's

help, Windsor entered Mile Diderot's piece into the DX7 as written, he was then able
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to alter, and manipulate it. Though the end product was not all that either Windsor or
Ihad hoped for, the music was very effective. Iused it to underscore and clarify stories
being told, and in the end we had cues that mixed the variations, so that the music
mirrored the Master's realization that everything is just an endless repetition, and that
all of the stories are in fact the same, or musically speaking, they are all variations on
the same original theme.

POSTER DESIGN
The poster design came from an original plate in the anatomy section of the
Encyclopedia of Diderot and d'Alembert. The plate illustrates the skeleton of aman in
athinking position.

Ifirst came across the plate in the American Repertory Theatre

production program. Susan Sontag found it to be astrikingly appropriate image, as did
I. Iimmediately thought of the quotation, "Ithink therefore Iam." This is certainly a
phrase that Iwould use to describe both Kundera's and Diderot's philosophy of life and
talent.

Iaara Cassells was the person who designed the poster for Jacques and His

Master. When Ishowed her the plate from the American Repertory Theatre program
and told her about the play she fell in love with the image. Design being aco-creative
art, however, Iwanted to open the design up to her creativity. Itold her more about
how Ibelieved this play to have alot of ghost imagery.

Itold her that shadows and

imprints would play abig part in my production. We also talked about the themes of
love, story telling, and intrigue. She came back to me with the design as it appears on
the poster. Though Ido not know what her process was, Ifell in love with what she had
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done. She had taken adesign that appealed to me because of the suggestion of " Ithink
therefore Iam", and made the subject of the thought love by adding aflower to the
pondering skeleton. She also gave the thought weight by removing all of the excess in
the original plate, and leaving only the essentials of the wall upon which the thinker
leans, the thinker himself, and the shadows thrown by the thinker.
Added to this image is the required sense of decay that is innate to the image of
askeleton, and is emphasized by adding aflower whose petals are falling. Though I
chose not to emphasize the theme of decay in my production of Jacques and His Master,
the theme is evident in the script. The Master emphasizes this in his speech about the
world becoming filled with nothing but children and chairs. Iwas happy that the poster
design was able to bring in yet another aspect of this very broad reaching and cerebrally
challenging text.
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CONCLUSION

Douglas McCullough, adesign professor at The University Of Calgary, once said
to me,

"

..

.
either you serve aplay by giving it exactly what it needs, no more, and no

less, or you get the hell out of its way." Ihave never forgotten those words, because
they seemed to me to be at the heart of what the director and the designers are always
striving for. Together we work to cut through all of the fat to the barest of bones, and
then arrange those bare bones in ameaningful and effective stage picture using only what
is there from the beginning. It is my firm belief that the entire design team of Jacques,
And His Master served this play well without ever getting in its way.
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MAKING OF A PRODUCTION
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Sat. Sept. 8

This past week Iauditioned some 50 actors.
auditions was incredible.

The first night of

Inever realized how many talented

people were in the department. My procedure was the following:
Ihad them grouped in two's and three's. Iwould ask them to do
an improv for me.

One had to be the narrator, the other had to

act out the character he was given by the narrator, so that you had
anarrator in atwo or three character story. Every person had the
chance to be the narrator, and every person had the chance to be
the follower. This enabled me to see who was inherently capable
of telling astory. Ialso was able to see who was able to follow
the story and act accordingly.

Ithen gave them a side (Ihad

several ready). Each group was able to read twice since most did
acold reading at first, and Iwas interested in seeing how they
reacted to the material once they better understood what was
happening.
time around.

Ialso took the liberty of directing them the second
Idid this because Iwanted to see how they took,

and used direction. Ispent about fifteen to twenty minutes with
each group, but Ithink the time was well spent.
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My biggest problem was with the selection process.

1was told

that Iwould come up with alist, and the Medieval group would
come up with alist. Phil and Iwould then negotiate with Jim as
a mediator.

Had it happened like that I would have had no

problems, but that's not what happened. Ten minutes after the last
auditioner left Jim came up to me and asked me for a list of
names, Itold him that Ihad no such list.

He then asked for a

general idea of people that I'm thinking about, he took out apiece
of paper and asked me to list names.

Fortunately my instincts

took over. Istarted spitting out names of people that Ihad worked
with before. He told me that this was not my final list, and that
Ishouldn't be concerned, but that they wanted an idea of who I
was thinking of.

After Jim left with the list Jim Andrews,

production manager and lighting designer, suggested that I go
down with him to his office where Icould rest abit and get my
mind off of what was happening. We sat there for an hour talking
about Troilus and Cressida.

Jim finally came back and said that

they were ready to give me everyone but that Iwould have to give
up one of the actors that Ihad listed. This made me angry since
this was not acast list yet.

Itold Jim that Ireally did want this

one actor, and he told me that Ishould be willing to negotiate. I
sent a message back with Jim that Iwas willing to negotiate.

I
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later found out that Jim went back and told them that Iwould give
up this one actor. A few more minutes they were completely cast.
There were no negotiations with Phil, Ihad lost the one actor that
Iknew Iwanted plus two others that could have replaced him, but
Igot everyone else that "Ihad wanted" so "Ishould be happy".
Needless to say Iwas not, Ifelt that Ihad gotten the shaft. They
also wanted me to post my cast list the next day.

Iwent home

with alist of actors, most of whom Ihad worked with before, but
.none of whom had given me their best at the auditions. Istayed
up until three arranging and rearranging names. Finally Ihad it...
acast list, save one, the Master.

It was between two very good

actors in the department, but the more Ithought about it the more
Icouldn't make up my mind between them. Ischeduled callbacks
for the two and posted my cast list with the Master listed as a
ThA.

The cast are as follows... Jacques

-

Trevor Schmidt,

Innkeeper Michelle Haug, Saint Oueñ Friedrick Mayr, Agathe /
-

Mother

-

-

Jane Husak, Justine / Daughter / Peasant

Kiassen, Marquis / Agathe's Father / Bailiff
Young Bigre

-

Steve Jarand,

Constable IPeasant
Mother / Peasant

-

-

-

-

Natashia

Shaun Smyth,

Old Bigre I Waiter / Police

Jason Thompson, and Waiter IAgathe's

Angela Kirk. They are asolid group of people
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and Ithink they will mesh well.

Ido think they are up to the

challenge that awaits them and me.

Mon. Sept. 10

Ispoke with Jim about the casting procedure, and the problems
that Ihad with it. He explained to me that due to the late hour it
was important to get things resolved, and besides Ihad gotten who
Iwanted. Itold him that Iwasn't given enough time to know who
Iwanted, much less get them. Ialso reassured him that although
Iwas unhappy with the process, Iwas happy with my cast.

Callbacks went very well, and my choice was made much clearer.
Icast John Hong as the Master, and posted notice this afternoon.
Itold Trevor Leigh before posting.

Ispoke with Pamela Brook, aprofessor at the university, about
working with the cast on elocution and voice. When Iinterviewed
Michael Henry Heim he made a point of mentioning the
importance of the language being spoken properly, and Ifully
agree. With this play, the proper elocution should serve as ahint
of aclassical period since today people don't know how to speak
English anymore, and they are certainly not used to hearing it.
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One of my actors came to see me today. He told me that he was
hoping for a larger role and that he was not sure that he could
afford the time for such asmall role. What abunch of bunk. I'd
like to know how he would make time for alarge role if he hasn't
got time for asmall role.

Itold him to think about it carefully,

find out if he could get credit for it, and give me an answer no
later than tomorrow.

Tues. Sept. 11

Today's events include casting solutions, and problems, set
solutions,

and costume discussions.

Let's begin with the

casting.... The actor mentioned above confirmed that he would be
doing the role, abig relief to all concerned.

Ihad acostume meeting with Sheila Richardson Lee, costume, set,
and props designer, that went very well.

We decided on the

1770's-80's as the time period. For this play, the silhouette of this
time period seems quite appropriate. We decided that we will pad
Old Bigre (Jason), and we will probably pad the Innkeeper. We
talked about such things as colours.

We are still staying

predominantly with the earth tones. We decided that Jacques and
the Master would stand out from the rest in terms of colour so that
if the peasants, and the Bigres were in browns, tans, beiges, they
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will, be in Rust, and the Master will stand out from Jacques in that
he will be abrighter version of whatever colour we decide upon.
For the material of those costumes that we are going to construct
we are looking at an undefined print that seemingly needs
structure, and yet supplies an undefinable structure to make the
fabric appealing if not disturbing to the eye. Now we need to do
afinal costume plot for quick changes, etc.... Ialso want to do
agraph of which characters are attached to each other in terms of
repetition of history. We also began talking about personal props,
although not to any great extent.
props list.

Ido have to make acomplete

Other than that we talked abit about wigs.

For the

most part we are going to go with naturalistic hair in period style.

Tonight Iwill be viewing amovie that Sheila loaned to me, "Nuit
De Varennes". Until now we've been basing alot of our costume
discussions on an A&E production of "The Emperor's New
Clothes". Tomorrow we will meet and talk more about costumes
and props.

Sheila and Ialso met with Jim Andrews and Brian Kerby to talk
about the set and finances required for the set. We now have the
front set of seats out. We have decided to go with an angled out
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circle (pentagon or octagon) that will be raked. The wood planks
will be placed in opposing directions. We are still not sure of the
cheapest way in which to do this.

The front tip will point right

into the first row of audience, and then it will be surrounded in
sand. The " circle" will be cut off up stage, and the rake will be
flattened out. We still have to decide on the angle of the rake, and
accordingly the height of the upstage ladder and platform.

We

also have to decide if we want the table and chairs to go with the
angle of the rake, or if we want them flat. Ikind of like the idea
of going with the angle of the rake, it goes with the idea of
thrusting the characters into the audience.

Finally, Ihaven't spoken to Windsor in along time. This has me
slightly concerned since Iknow that he was laden with work, but
he was going to contact me when he had something to show me.
Now, week and half later, I'm getting abit impatient, so Icalled
and left amessage on what Ibelieve to be his machine.

Thur. Sept. 13

Today Ihad ameeting with Windsor regarding music. We talked
about afew things. First we discussed the idea of variation. We
talked about folk songs that through the centuries become popular
songs. They are the same musically, but the words change every
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century or so. Windsor wanted to know if Iwould be interested
in using something like that. Iexplained that since the dialogue is
so important to the story, and Ibelieve that Iwill be using music
over dialogue, Iwanted something that was instrumental.

The

variation might be different tempos, different instruments, or
rearranged note structure of the same base piece. We then looked
at a piece that Windsor found.

It was written by Diderot's

daughter as a study. Windsor explained that the piece would be
very complex to play, but that he probably could get someone to
realize it on tape so that Icould listen to it. Ithought that was a
good idea, so Itold him to go ahead with that. He also gave me
the names and library call numbers of two pieces that he had
listened to.

He told me that he would like me to listen to them

and see what Ithink.

One is apiece by Bach and the other is a

piece by Kundera's contemporary, and one of his favourite
composers Leog Janácek.

Windsor would like to have the two

pieces playing and constantly cut between the two so that at first
we hear the Bach, then we cut into the Janácek, then we cut back
into the Bach.

He wants to use this for preshow music.

I'm

intrigued by the idea, it reflects not only the constant interruptions
and urgency of those interruptions in the play, but it also
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highlights the idea of the dialogue between two centuries.

Ido

look forward to hearing the music, Ihope it will work.

Fri. Sept. 14

Ilistened to the preshow music. Ididn't like all of the Janácek,
but Ifound the second movement quite interesting.
loved.

The Bach I

Ithink Windsor's idea for mixing the two will be very

interesting if he can loop the second and third movements of the
Janáek and then integrate them with the Bach.

Tues. Sept. 18

Imet with Sheila today. Isaw the model for the first time. Ido
like this set. We talked about the containment of the sand on the
set. I'm not sure how they are going to contain it. Sheila wants
the sand everywhere that the floor shows. Iknow that they will
have to put alip on the edge of the stage because we are talking
about 3 inch depth.

We also talked about the direction of the

wood on the raked platform. To add to the effect of thrusting the
actors into the audience, Sheila thought that the downstage part of
the rake should all have planks of wood that thrust straight into the
audience. Iagreed with that, but Ialso liked her idea of planks
that go every which way, planks of different lengths intersecting
each other (i.e. interrupting each other's flow).

We decided on

making the majority of the downstage rake planks push into the
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audience, and Sheila will come up with adesign for the rest where
the planks are placed in directional groups, and these groups will
go every which way, intersect each other, etc....

This way the

downstage planks are just part of alarger group. We also talked
about the blacks, audience perspective, and the stability and safety
of the "loft". Iexplained that Iwanted an acting space underneath
the loft, so we decided to add the next butt so that the raised
platform will be two butts deep, 8feet instead of just four.

Wed. Sept. 19

FIRST READING! In attendance
cast and ASM's.

...

Sheila Lee, Windsor Viney,

What agreat feeling.

The reading went very

smoothly. For alot of them it was the first time they had contact
with the script. They all decided that they love the play, and that
we will have alot ,of fun with this one.
Now all we need is a stage manager.

Ithink they are right.

Ican't wait to get started

with rehearsals. This one is going to be good.

Mon. Sept. 24

First Costume Meeting with Sheila and Lisa Roberts, wardrobe
head, took place today. There was no stage manager there, so I
semi-covered for astage manager. We looked at Sheila's sketches
of the various costumes. We talked about the possibility of pulls,
and builds. We also talked about the type of materials that Sheila
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had in mind for most of these costumes. Since there are so many
costumes, Icharted out who would be doing what role in which
costume at what time during the play.

This became very handy

when the conversation got confusing between Agathe's Mother,
Mother Whore and Pious Mother, and Daughter Whore, and Pious
Daughter. We talked about the ties between the Innkeeper, Master
and Jacques.

Since they are all story tellers, Iwant there to be

some kind of connection in costumes that makes these three stand
out from the rest of the crowd. We talked about Wigs. Ido want
some wigs, but Idon't want this show to be ashow about wigs.
We also talked about using people's own hair, and making
attachments.

All of this will have to be discussed with Ron

Siegmund, our make-up and hair consultant. Lisa anticipates abit
of aproblem with the shoes since we have tons of character shoes
but next to no period shoes.

As for period, we talked about my

idea of making the two centuries collide by using period silhouettes
with contemporary materials. Itold them that if no other costumes
where built Iwould like to build the Master's and Jacques' so that
we could at least use this idea in their costumes. We talked about
undergarments, and the use of corset and bodices for the unclothed
scenes. Itold both Sheila and Lisa that Inever wanted the corset
taken off, or even loosened, and that Inever wanted the men to
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strip farther down than their shirts, Ididn't want to see skin. We
also talked about night clothes for Agathe, again Itold them that
Idid not want to see skin.

Finally we talked about colours.

really want earth tones, especially for Jacques.

I

With that we

ended the meeting, it was along one, but at least now Lisa knows
what Sheila and Ihave been talking about.

Tues. Sept. 25

Today Ihad aset meeting with Sheila. It was very short. Ihad
told her that in looking at the script again Iwas wondering if it
would be possible to give me two levels on the upper platform.
She said that should not be abig problem, they'll just have to lift
the back butt up afew more inches. She then told me that the trap
is becoming abig problem with the rake, and she was wondering
if we could drop it. Itold her that if Ican have my second level,
we could drop the trap, no problem. Would that all compromises
were reached as easily as this one.

Wed. Sept. 26

Ihad a very short meeting with Laara RE:

poster design.

I

showed her the reproduction of the Diderot skeleton plate in the
ART program. She loved it; she thought it would be perfect. We
talked about colours.

Itold her that I'd like a rust or brown,

something earthy and rustic. We found abeautiful brownish rust
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in her samples. Finally Italked to her about the idea of imprint
and shadows in the writing. With that she said that she had alot
to go on.

Next topic for the day was my lack of stage manager.

I'm

beginning to get worried. Ihave my second reading tonight, and
I've had design meetings, but Istill have no stage manager. The
worst part is that no one except for Brian Kerby, assistant
technical director, seems to realize how much Ineed one TODAY!
I'm spending a lot of wasted time doing stage manager things
instead of director things.

Tonight was the second reading.

We taped it and it came out

nicely. After the taping Ihanded out the new scripts. Idecided
that Iwanted them to read the new one out loud so that they could
get Heim's text out of their system.

They seemed to like our

translation much better. We laughed alot, and had agood time
with the script. Ishowed them all the model of the set; they liked
it alot. Ialso talked to some of them about their hair (i.e. not to
cut it). So Iguess we're off and running.
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Thur. Sept. 27

Yet another set meeting today. Itold Sheila that Iwanted amusty
kind of dense atmosphere in the theatre, and suggested the use of
fog.

She didn't say no, but it was clear that she didn't like the

idea, so it got dropped pretty quickly. Sheila would like to move
the ladder to DST of the loft.

She is going to build it for the

model, we'll look at it and then we'll discuss it further.

She is

also going to get me scale furniture for the model.

Fri. Sept. 28

Iam trying to contact Laara about the poster.

In our meeting I

never mentioned the dialogue between two centuries, and Ithink
if she knew about it she could add something to the skeleton to
bring him into the twentieth century.

Inow have furniture for the model.
ladder.

Ithink it is too wide.

Sheila and Ilooked at the

I'm also not sure that Ilike it in

front of the loft. Sheila wants it in front because the set appears
more balanced with it in front. Itold her that Icould live with it
if it were narrower, and didn't look so massive.
make it a foot narrower.

We decided to

I think that will work.

interesting blocking problems though.

It poses
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I also had a meeting with Windsor today.

We discussed the

preliminary cue sheet that Ihad drawn up.

There are fourteen

cues on it. There is the preshow music, and variations 1, 2, and
3 that will underscore the three stories.

Some of the cues are

based on the mixture of two or more of these variations. On the
sheet Imade note of what Ithought they should sound like (i.e.
Master's should be light, airy, flutes; Jacques should be down to
earth, solid, brass instruments; and the Innkeeper's should be
period harpsichords.) We talked abit about the cues (where they
mix and how they mix). There are also two cues that Ileave to
his own devices, the Bad Poet speech and the music between acts
II and act ifi, which should suggest a movement from night to
morning. We discussed deadlines for these cues. And finally we
discussed Kundera's view of music as discussed in Art of the
Novel which Ihad suggested that Windsor read.

Sat. Sept. 29

COMPUTER COLLAPSE!!!

Tues. Oct. 2

Iposted the rehearsal schedule today. Ithink it will work well.
I've decided to do aweeks worth of improv work with the script
before we tackle blocking. That will familiarize everyone with the
script and the action before they have to worry about where they
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have to stand.

I've found in the past that doing this before

blocking gives both the actors and me an edge when we get to the
blocking.

Suddenly it's very clear to both of us when acertain

blocking sequence won't work for a character, because we've
taken the time to study the character independent of planned
physicality.

Ihad ameeting with Sheila. It was impromptu.
talk to me about the loft railing.

She wanted to

Instead of standard railing,

Martin wanted to know if we could come up with something more
interesting for him to work on.

What Sheila came up with is

something that Iloved; we are going to use four posts at each
corner.

Each will be different heights, and each will point

upward, without indicating an ending.

The tallest will curve

slightly, suggesting aroof, but not imposing one. Ilove this idea
because it works with our original notion of using the height of the
Reeve. I'm very happy with the set as it is. Ithink it will give us
alot of playing space.

The other big news of the day is that I HAVE A STAGE
MANAGER!!!

Barbara Bates will be Jacques's stage manager,

Georgette Pere will be surrogate stage manager during the day, she
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will also be ASM props, and Heather Preuss will be ASM
costumes.

I'm thrilled; I think this will be a wonderful

experience!

Tonight we had an SM meeting in Jim Andrew's

office. We got alot of stuff ironed out.

Georgette knows abit

more about the process, and how she will be filling in for Barbara.
We talked about rehearsal reports, and rehearsal schedules.
Basically we covered the important aspects of what needs to be
done

before,

and

during

tuesday's

rehearsal (first formal

rehearsal).

Wed. Oct. 3

Iwas told today that someone had decided that there would be no
production meeting this week for Jacques since the tech staff does
not have " enough to discuss".

Sometimes I marvel at the

monumental stupidity that goes on here.

Iresponded by saying

that it seemed to me that is exactly why we need to all get together
in the same room and discuss the needs of the show. Irealize that
everyone is busy with the Medieval Cycle plays, but I begin
rehearsals next Tuesday, and it is important that we all know
what's happening even if they can't get right on it at least they'll
know what will need doing, and Iwill know exactly when to
expect things,

and not get upset when they're not done.

Apparently while I was stating my case to Kathy McHugh,
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production secretary,

Sheila was doing the same with Warren

Carrie, technical director, and Jim Andrews and as aresult we got
our meeting on Friday.

Ihave prepared the preliminary music cue sheet for Windsor. It
seems there will be amere 15 sound cues. Hopefully John Bent
Jr., sound operator, will be able to help Windsor find the CD's for
the preshow mix, and will be able to help with some of the
recording as well.

Thur. Oct. 4

Today I distributed the preliminary props list.

Heather Kent,

properties head, looked at it and didn't seem too terribly
intimidated.

Ithink in comparison to the Medieval Cycle plays

Jacques, is abig relief.

Fri. Oct. 5

The most important event today was the production meeting.

It

turns out that we did have alot to say to each other. Ifound out
what my budget was.

Heather suggested that Sheila, she, and I

meet, Lisa requested the same. Sheila and Martin talked about the
set, the rake, he suggested that Igo to his shop to see the wood
that they are planning to use. We talked about the sand, and how
it would be contained. Warren then told me that everything that
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they do during the day in the theatre will be secured so that we
can use it during night rehearsals unless he tells me differently.
Since Iwill be improving the first week of rehearsals, rehearsal
props and costumes won't be necessary until the second week of
rehearsals.

Iwent to Martin's shop as suggested in the meeting, and saw the
wood. Ithink the set will look wonderful; rough and rowdy.

Sat. Oct 6.

Today after two weeks of missing each other Ifinally got through
to Laara, or rather she reached me. I've been wanting to talk to
her about another idea Ihad for the poster. As it stands we talked
about using the plate from Diderot's encyclopedia, and being
creative with the writing, but Iwanted to free her up to be creative
with the plate as well, so Iexplained to her the idea of Kundera's
that this play is really just a dialogue between two centuries.

I

also explained how Sheila and Iare trying to use this irony in the
set and costumes. Itold Laara about the period costumes that will
be the silhouette of the period, but not the perceived materials of
the period, and how what I'm trying to do is throw the two
centuries together and see what we come up with.

With this

thought in mind I told her to feel free with the plate of the
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skeleton, and put clothes on it, or better yet just segments of
clothing, maybe even pieces of 18C wear, and segments of 20C
wear with the skeleton still apparent. She seemed to love the idea,
and she was grateful for the artistic freedom that Ihad given her.
Iwas happy to finally be able to communicate these thoughts to
her, since I've had them since the day after our meeting. Ican't
wait to see the poster!

Tues. Oct. 9

A lot happened today!

Ibegan my day with a 10 am props

meeting with Heather and Sheila followed at 11 with acostume
meeting between Sheila, Lisa, and myself.

The props meeting

went very well. We solved afew problems such as what to use
for handcuffs (rope that Jacques will hold in his hand), and what
to do about the huge wheel (we'll take alook at the two we have
in stock, and Young Bigre will just have to roll it off stage). We
looked at the pictures of all of the possible furniture at spy hill.
Heather took alook at Sheila's model. We basically went through
the preliminary props list item by item, clarified when clarification
was necessary, and made decisions when that was necessary. We
accomplished alot.
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The costume meeting was O.K. Igot to look at all of the fabric
swatches that Sheila had from her preliminary shopping expedition.
After an hour of mixing and matching we had settled on fabrics for
the Master, Agathe, possibilities for Saint Ouen, and the Marquis,
and we had adefinite decision on material for the Innkeeper and
Justine. My biggest concern is that Jacques' costume is still up in
the air. There were literally no swatches to suit him. We came
up with aclear colour concept for the show. All of the characters
will be in pastels.

The only exceptions will be the Master, who

we will have in adeep dark blue, Jacques who will hopefully be
in adark rust or brown, and the Innkeeper whose printed material
has alot of dark blue, and wine colours in it. What Ilove about
the material that was selected for the Master's vest is that it is a
beautiful marble pattern. What's wonderful about that is that we
are implementing the ideal that we had set out which is to do a
period silhouette with acontemporary pattern. I'm hoping that we
can find similar fabric for Jacques. They will èertainly stand out
in the cast.

My guess is due to necessity, the peasants and the

police constables will also have to wear dark colours, but the idea
will be there.

With some of the costuming decisions made, we

parted with the agreement to meet tomorrow for fittings that stage
management will set up for afew of the characters so that we may
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determine which costumes can be borrowed, which can be pulled,
and which will have to be made.

From here it was on to John Bent to make sure that he was able to
contact Windsor about the music for the show. Idiscovered that
he was unable to locate Windsor at home.

I then spoke to

Windsor regarding Friday's deadline for the preshow music. He
was still having trouble locating the CD's that he required in order
to make the taping.

Eventually we were able to hook up with

John, and together they will find the CD's and get right on the
recording.

Finally, today was first rehearsal.

The only two called were

Jacques and the Master. Iwanted to work alone with them on the
sections where they are alone on stage, and Iwanted to work on
improv. in terms of story telling. Ifound that Ihave two actors
who are very resistant to, and uneasy with, improv of any kind.
None the less, we got through it.
work.

In fact, they did very good

My approach to these rehearsals is to emphasize

storytelling capability.

Iwant to work on getting Jacques, his

Master, and the Innkeeper to a point where all they do is tell
stories.

As aresult, for the first hour and ahalf we focused on
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improvs that involve story telling.

After the break we took the

scripts and worked on pages 1-4, 22-24, 26-27, 60-63, and 66-68.
With each section we read it once, then we altered it in some way.
For instance, we would read a section sitting at a table, then I
would get them to move to the steps in the audience, and sit on the
steps with one on ahigher step, then I'd have them do it again
with this new dynamic, or I'd have them rolling aball back and
forth on the floor while they were reading.

The ball was very

effective in showing the relationship between these two characters.
It became very clear to all three of us that when the Master was
angry or upset (as shown by the Master hurling the ball across the
stage to Jacques),

Jacques would immediately compensate,

(Jacques would be very gentle in his return of the ball), and visaversa. By the end of the rehearsal Ifelt like both actors had solid
bases to work from. We had begun to establish the relationship
that these two characters have, and they began to see how one's
response depends on the others actions.

Wed. Oct. 10

Today was ahell day as far as costumes are concerned. Ihad one
meeting that lasted ALL day long. It began at 9am with afitting.
There was another fitting at 9:30.

Following the fittings which

had their own problems Sheila left, and Lisa approached me about
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how behind schedule we are. She was concerned with the fact that
she did not know how many costumes she would have to build and
that it takes the shop aweek for aman's costume, and aweek and
ahalf for awoman's costume. With what looks like ten costumes
to build, it is becoming an impossibility. This concerned me since
none of this was brought up at the production meeting last friday,
and it was in fact the first that Ihad heard of the problem. We
arranged ameeting between the three of us for 3pm. It was my
hope that by three Iwould be able to make some of the decisions
and get Sheila to decide on the rest, so that at three we would be
able to clearly explain exactly what was needed to Lisa, who
would then be able to tell us what was possible and from there we
could solve any remaining problems.

The next fittings were at 12 and 12:30. Sheila and Italked alot
about the various costumes. We opened up her sketch book and
went one by one through the sketches, and the fabric swatches.
After this Sheila had to go; she had aclass to teach. It was just
Lisa and Ifor the 12:30 fitting. After this fitting was over Lisa
and Itook the next half hour to go over what Sheila and Ihad
discussed.

By this time we were pretty straight on the Master's

costume. Lisa and Ihad asuitable proposal for the whore outfits.
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We had decided on everything but the coat for Saint Ouen. We
had good possibilities for the Marquis' costume, we had Justine's
fabric determined as well as the fabric for the Innkeeper's skirt.
Lisa and Ithen decided to look at our fabric holdings to see if we
could find some suitable material.

We found material for the

Innkeeper's top. We labelled all of the swatches, laid out all of
the sketches with their respective swatches, and waited for the
three o'clock meeting.

By now Ithink all three off us had one

communal splitting headache. Iknow Idid.

At 3 pm we all met again in the costume shop.

Lisa called

receiving and discovered that the boxes that we were waiting for
from the U of A were there. While she went over to get them I
updated Sheila on all that Lisa and Ihad accomplished. Itold her
about Jane's fitting, and showed her the material that we had found
for the Innkeeper. By that time Lisa was back with the boxes, so
we rummaged through them to see what we could find.
Disappointingly, there wasn't much.

There were two pair of

boots, many hats and mob caps, and night clothes, but other than,
that there was really nothing to speak of. By this time it was time
for the 4:30 fitting.

We found agood peasant dress that would

also serve as awaiter outfit. We also found the outfit for Agathe's
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mother. This was inspiration just when we needed it. We were
now ready to estimate costs on all of the costumes that were to be
built and to determine which would be pulled, and which built.
For this Ijust sat, smiled, and nodded my head alot. By 6:45 it
was time to grab something to eat before my 7o'clock rehearsal.
During the break we tried the boots and britches. Both the boots
and the pants fit.... Iwas happy!

We also set up fittings for

tomorrow. A good day's work.

As for the rehearsal itself, it was the first time that Ihad the entire
cast for a formal rehearsal.

Again my exercise decisions were

ruled by the fact that Iwanted to emphasis the art of story telling.
We started with everybody in alarge circle on the stage. At first
Ihad them go around the circle telling astory, with each person
contributing aword.

They proceeded to tell avery nonsensical

story. Next Ihad them do it again, but this time they couldn't use
unnecessary adjectives or adverbs, and they had to listen carefully
to the story development so that the individual word that they
contributed was carefully chosen. They started to band together
to tell astory, it was wonderful to watch.

Next Ithrew out a

sentence from the story that they had just told, and they had to go
around the circle responding to the sentence with the first person
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responding "unfortunately...", the following person began with
"fortunately", the next person with ' unfortunately" and so on. We
did two different stories this way.

After a few more similar

exercises Ihad them walk around through space. Ihad them walk
through air, then through water, jello, then they came across a
sand wall that they had to dig through, then aclay wall that they
had to get beyond somehow (some climbed over it, others dug
through it and still others pushed through it).

When they got

through the clay they were in water again, only this time they
couldn't breath under water, and had to surface.

When the

exercise was over I questioned them extensively about their
experiences. Iwant to get them to carefully listen to each other
as well as to be able to tell astory, or describe .a situation visually.
Ithen had them walk through the space and experience each of the
various centres of gravity. They had to start by walking as they
normally do and define for themselves what their natural centre of
gravity is. Then they had to switch, if they were used to leading
with their head, they had to lead with their chest. Ithen had them
think about their characters and what their character's centre of
gravity is.

Icoached them as to what to think about i.e. " think

about your age, where are you going, are you indoors or outdoors,
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who are you going to see, what are you going to do, what are you
thinking about..." After this exercise we took abreak.

After the break we all sat around alarge table that was set up on
stage. Jim was there, other than that it was just the actors, stage
managers, and myself. We did afull script reading. Iwas very
happy to see that the relationship that began at yesterday's
rehearsal between Jacques and the Master stuck. The scenes that
we had worked on yesterday had the beginnings of a shape to
them, which is as it should be. Before the reading Itold them all
to concentrate on looking at each other and not the script.

I

wanted them to make eye contact with the person they were talking
to, and if they were not "on", then Iwanted them to look at the
other actors, and not read along in the script. The reading went
very well, Iwas quite pleased.

Thur. Oct. 11

Today we had a few more costume fittings.
surprisingly well.

They went

Rehearsal today was bizarre to say the least.

Everyone seemed in arather strange mood, and not particularly
cooperative. Most of rehearsal was spent around atable breaking
the script down into units.

Ihad them read the script and stop

whenever it seemed that attention had shifted and something new
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was happening.

Needless to say with this script that got a bit

confusing. Imade apoint of saying that anyone at the table could
stop the action, and that if there was adisagreement about where
the action breaks, then we would have adiscussion and decide as
agroup. These breaks were also given names as determined by
the group. Though we had aslow start, eventually they got into
it, and we went through the whole script taking abreak halfway
through.
rehearsal.

The trouble started in the last fifteen minutes of
Ihad them get up from the table and do a fifteen

minute warm-up that Iled. Iexplained to them that Iwanted them
all to do a fifteen minute physical and vocal warm-up before
rehearsal so that they were ready to get busy right at 7. Ialso told
them that Iwould lead them through aset of exercises so that if
they didn't know what to do they might use some of the ones I
showed them. They weren't thrilled with the physical warm-up,
but they all did it. When we got to the vocal exercises Isensed
some very real resistance. Finally Ihad them do amachine where
one person begins a motion with a sound, then another person
joins in with his/her own sound and movement, and so on until all
are involved. Instead of explaining it out, since Ihad three people
in the cast who knew what they were doing, Ihad them start it and
the rest watch and join in at will. When Irequested that they do
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two machines before each rehearsal they resisted a bit more.

I

explained that Ihave no ulterior motives, that Ijust want them to
do it for fun, and that Iexpect they will do it.
them go.

After that Ilet

I've never before dealt with actors who are so closed

minded. To me acting requires open mindedness and awillingness
to explore. Ileft rehearsal abit disheartened.

Fri. Oct. 12

Today was supposed to be the preliminary deadline for the
preshow music.

Due to scheduling problems John and Windsor

have had some problems hooking up. They have now, and plan
to get together to do the recording next Wednesday. Windsor has
suggested that Ibe there while the recording goes on so that we
can decide then and there if it is in fact what we want. Ithink this
will save alot of time. It's agood idea.

So he'll be contacting

me next week to let me know when and where we'll be meeting.

Rehearsal today began with the three leads.
they were warming-up on stage.

When Iwalked in

Iasked Barbara if they did the

machine, she said that she wasn't sure, so Iexplained the situation
and asked her to monitor it for me in the future. Ithen left for a
moment, when Icame back they were doing the machine. Iasked
her what happened, she smiled and said, "Ijust asked them if they
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had done the machine yet, and explained that you had just asked,
the next thing Iknow they're doing the machine." Itold her that
Ilike her style, and Ido.
floor in acircle.

From there the four of us sat in the

Ihad them each think of apart of abook, a

movie, apiece of theatre, or atelevision show which effected them
deeply.

Once they all had something Istarted by telling them

about an episode of atelevision show that had affected me deeply.
Igave afull description including camera angles, colours, clothing
etc.... hoping that they would follow my lead.

After they told

their stories Iasked them whose story seemed the most vivid and
why.

We came to the conclusion that stories that have a full

description of the surroundings, and where the words are carefully
selected make the most interesting stories to listen to because they
set up avisual image.

From there we went right into working on the script. A lot of the
work that we did was on the physicality ,of the characters.

We

worked on the walk and mannerisms (i.e. we gave the Master a
handkerchief to play with, it's working beautifully).

At 8:30 we were joined by everyone else in act H. We worked
pages 27-30, 30-31, and 31-33. This included the introduction of
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the Marquis and the whore Mother and Daughter.

From the

beginning I structured the rehearsal so that all the other four
actors, Shaun, Jane, Natashia, and Angela all sat to the side of the
stage, and only came on stage whenever the Innkeeper called them
on.

Iwanted to get Michelle used to the idea that she is in

complete control of everything that is happening on stage when she
is on. The four were her actors to do with as she wished. They
had explicit instructions not to move unless told where to go, and
if they didn't understand where they were to go or what they were
to do, then they could break from the script and ask her what she
wanted. They were all actors first, and then their character. As
we progressed they began to understand the distinction between the
actors that appear with Mme. De La Pommeraye, and those that
appear with the Innkeeper.

Michelle also began to discover

differences between these women.

She began to make some

character decisions.

The big discovery of the night for the actors was that in effect we
are dealing with astory that is multi layered. Iwant to help them,
and help the audience by clearly defining these layers. One way
Iplan to go about this is to make it clear that the Innkeeper
orchestrates what happens in her story the way that the "bad poet"
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orchestrates what happens to Jacques and his Master.

The

transition is when the stories cease to be told, and the action of the
story elevates to the action on stage when they meet up with Saint
Ouen. Iplan to emphasize all of this by making aclear distinction
of the characters in the stories as ACTORS, so that when the
Innkeeper crosses over to the Master, the Marquis drops his
character, and Shaun becomes an actor on abreak.

All of these

improv's with the text are geared to creating these alternate
characters, the actors, while also working on the character
relationships in the stories. Most of all, it is geared toward getting
the Innkeeper to be astoryteller/director.

Sat. Oct. 13

Today once again they had to be reminded to do the machine, but
once they were reminded they did a good job.
rehearsal by doing awalk in character.

We began the

They had to think about

their character, where they were going, how they were going to
get there.... Once it looked like they were comfortable with what
they were doing Ihad them begin to talk to one another, it was a
straight improv. We did this for about fifteen minutes, then Ihad
them get their scripts and we continued where we had left off. We
worked from page 33 to the end of the act. Ibegan this work by
having Georgette (ASM) play the Marquise, and having Michelle
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direct all of the action from the audience.

She had complete

control of the actors in the Marquise's story, while Ihad complete
control of those watching the story.

We distinguished between

"your actors", and " my actors". They had to follow any blocking
that she gave them, any line reading that she gave them, etc.... I
watched very carefully and only interfered when she gave anote
that Ibelieved would be harmful in the end (the actor would not
be able to forget what Michelle had said, and Idid not want it
played that way). Once we had run through it once, and they had
her notes, I had them run through it again with her watching,
unable to interrupt.

At the end I asked her if she wanted to

change anything, and Iasked the actors if they had any questions
for her. Ithen told her to return to the stage, Ithanked Georgette,
and Itold the rest of her actors to forget the blocking for next
rehearsal, Iwould be re-blocking the entire thing, but to remember
the exercise. Ithen had them go through it again with Michelle,
what adifference! Suddenly the Marquise was in complete control
of the action on stage.

We worked on the Shaun's switch from the Marquis to the actor.
We worked on the "proper" mother and daughter and the shyness
of the daughter with the Marquis. Ihad them work levels. Ihad
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the Marquise standing on astool, while the Marquis stood in front
of her for an entire scene, Ihad the daughter on her knees with the
Marquis standing over her applying pressure to her shoulder, and
the Marquise on her stool applying pressure to the Marquis'
shoulder, all to make evident the dominance of the story teller, and
the pressures of the story.

A beautiful moment in rehearsal was when Ihad the Marquise, the
Marquis, and the daughter all in place for the end of the
Innkeeper's story, and Jacques came in, took the Marquis' place,
and finished the story.

You could see the Marquise physically

transforming into the Innkeeper, and going from ecstatic laughter
to extreme fury.

We ended the rehearsal by working on the last scene in Act II
between the Innkeeper, Jacques, and his Master.

We did it a

couple of times, each time with a different focus, one time the
Master was angry, and Jacques was manipulative (some beautiful
work came out of that), another time the Master was "the life of
the party", and Jacques was angry, and so on. I'm trying to get
amulti-leveled texture to these two characters.
ready for this work.

Ithink they are

I left the work quite excited about the
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discoveries that we had made, and the very clear moments that we
had found.

Mon. Oct. 15

Rehearsal began with the three leads. There seems to be amajor
problem with Michelle's voice. She doesn't seem to have arange,
and she certainly has no strength. I'm trying to get her to not say
anything until she is sure that it is coming from the diaphragm.
For exercises Ihad them each describe and lead everyone in doing
their favourite vocal exercise. Ithen had them sit in acircle, and
describe to each other their favourite place in the whole world in
great detail. Ithen had them make up astory that took place in
these places and had them tell their story to the group.

After a short break we worked the problem areas in act two,
concentrating on specific character relationships such as the
Marquis and Marquise.
of these two.

We worked on the physical relationship

Ihad one sit and the other lie on the floor while

speaking the dialogue, then Ihad one stand, and the other stand
behind on achair.

Ithen worked the Marquis anger toward the

daughter, and then we did arun until we ran out of time.
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Wed. Oct. 17

Rehearsal tonight was interesting.

We began once again with

everyone doing their favourite vocal exercise. Then they did the
machine.

After that we began from the top of the show.

We

worked on the entrance of the Master and Jacques and on the
intercut dialogue scene.

I am beginning to have a real

understanding of each of the actors and their individual quirks and
limitations. Inow know the extent of the work ahead of me. It
is alot, but it is also very do-able. Ihave agroup of actors that
are committed to the show and doing their best. The work with
the Master was very good.

We began building layers.

explored his anger, frustration and jealousy.

We

After taking each

emotion to its fullest we worked on building amask under which
the Master can hide all of these emotions, and let them surface as
they will for moments, and then subside again. There were some
truly breathtaking moments.

Ikeep reminding everyone, this is

the time to play. We are not ready to set anything in stone yet.
Overall Iam very pleased with the work, my frustration continues
to come from the fact that these actors don't all warm up. They
don't seem to want to understand that warm-ups are a very
important part of the rehearsal process.
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Thur. Oct. 18

Today Imet with Laara to see the proof of the poster; it looks
wonderful. I'm very happy with what she's done with it. Ialso
met with John Hong, fight choreographer, with regards to the fight
scene.

Iexplained to him that the ritual of the fight is very

important to me because this is the place in the script where the
characters become the actors of the " master" above. He talked to
me about his ideas for first disarming Saint Ouen by tossing the
sword out of his hand up stage, and then stabbing him once since
this was aperiod where deaths were clean, done with one stroke.
This sounded fine to me. We then talked about the weapons. One
major problem that Inoticed was that considering the rake the
swords we have are way too long.

The bell is wrong as well.

Heather, Sheila, and Ihave talked about that. Either we will be
borrowing the right kind from J.V., or Heather will build new
bells, and attach them to the swords we have now. John explained
that will be aproblem to the handling of the sword, since the hand
grip is designed for this specific bell. Itold him to go and talk to
Heather to find out what news she had of J.V., and to explain his
other concerns. Ispoke with her yesterday, and told her to expect
him.
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As for sound, Ispoke with Windsor, apparently he and John Bent
Jr. were able to make atape earlier today, John has the tape so I
should get it from him and listen to it ASAP so that if there is a
problem with it they can rerecord this weekend. Ido look forward
to hearing it.

We began rehearsal with anote from me that if Idon't see them
warming up in the future, I would start group warm-ups.

I

explained that Ifelt that warm-ups are very important so that they
begin ready to go, and not by using the first twenty minutes of
rehearsal or performance to warm-up.

Ithen told them that the

machine was out, but that I wanted a game of anything that.
involved both physical and vocal range. Each day someone else
would choose the game.

The actors were happy with this

arrangement.

The plot of Agathe and Saint Ouen came clear to both actors
tonight, that was quite exciting.

Saint Ouen is coming along.

Considering the complexity of these characters, their story, and
how their story interweaves with the rest, Iconsider this agreat
accomplishment relatively early on.
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Fri. Oct. 19

Today alot happened. Sheila and Italked with Warren about the
structure of the loft, and the safety of it.
sand on the ground.

We also talked about

How it is going to be contained, and the

possibility of putting some in the audience; needless to say that
idea was axed. Sheila and Ithen talked with Heather about props.
We went through every prop including the swords, everything
seems in order, and going smoothly.

Ispoke with Lisa about wigs,
which is wonderful!
Jacques' vest.

and fabric for Saint Ouen's coat

We also talked abit about the fabric for

It is the same as the fabric for the Master's coat

(marbleized), but it is a different colour, pale grey, so we are
going to try to dye it darker.

My idea of rust has gone out the

window, but Ithink they will look wonderful together, and they
will certainly stand out from the rest of the cast. We also looked
at material for mom and daughter whore.

Imet up with Jim today, and realized that Ihad kind of left lights
by the wayside.

Itold him that we had to meet, he said Iwas

right, so we set up atime for monday.
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Warm-ups were better today.
stories needed alot of work.

We then ran pages 1-20.

Both

First we worked the Master-Saint

Ouen story, then we moved to Jacques, Young Bigre, Old Bigre,
and Justine. We worked hard, very hard. Iused coached improv,
which yielded magical results for the intercut dialogue scene. We
are now ready to block acts one and two.

Sat. Oct. 20

Listened to the preshow music today.
minutes of the thirty minute tape.

Ididn't like the first ten

Though it had the right idea,

the first movement of the Janácek piece was ruining it, since the
music was inappropriate. Once we got into the second movement,
the idea of splitting, and jumping between the two pieces of music
worked wonderfully. Unfortunately since it was aloop, the first
movement of the piece kept coming back to haunt. A wonderful
thing began to happen in the second half of the tape, Windsor, and
John

tried

to

fade

in

the

second

piece,

let

both

play

simultaneously, then they faded out the first piece. It was astroke
of genius. Ibegan to hear the dialogue between the two centuries
in a way Ihad never dreamed possible.

It was wonderful!!!

I

asked John to splice the tape earlier, when both pieces were in the
second movement and we, the audience, hear it jump from piece
to piece, and then loop the section including the fade ins where
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both pieces of music are playing.

This way we can cut out the

part Idon't like, loop the part Ilove to thirty minutes worth of
tape, and have the preshow music set to go. It's nice to know that
something is done.

Mon. Oct. 22

Production meeting went well, nothing out of the ordinary.

Lighting meeting with Jim went very well.

Iexplained that my

big concern was that there be a clean distinction between when
they're travelling (dark, dim), and when they're telling a story
(bright, vibrant).

As for specials, Itold him that Iwant lots of

brightness on Jacques down centre on the rake, same for the kiss
in the same place, and for Jacques centre rake for his monologue
about

the wind blowing.

Outside of that I would like

silhouette/back lighting for the end, but that is it. In rehearsal, I
have decided to give the half hour warm-up time to John and
Friedrich for sword practice. At 7:30 we worked act three.

Tues. Oct. 23

Ihad fittings all afternoon, they went smoothly.

Italked props

with Heather, nothing outstanding, Ijust had to approve a few
things.

Warren and Jim are now talking about adding a back
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ladder to stabilize the structure. In rehearsal we blocked the first
twenty pages of text.

Wed. Oct. 24

Ihad fittings again today.

One of the actors has been sick, and

was ano-show at rehearsal. Apparently these migraines that she
has been experiencing render her quite helpless, and there is the
possibility that she will not be able to perform.

Since this is a

university situation Ido not intend to fire her, but Ithink Iwill
have to look for an understudy just in case.

Ihave to check the

costume possibility of this.

Sheila and Ihave both decided that we like the back ladder, it
stays. Ispent the day in the theatre re-blocking act two with the
set and furniture in front of me.

Iblocked the beginning of act

two tonight.

Thur. Oct. 25

The costume shop is not impressed with the idea of an understudy
and told me that we would have to find someone who could fit into
the costumes; they were not going to make aduplicate set. After
looking through the shops fitting cards it seems that there is only
one likely candidate; I'll have to ask her. There was no rehearsal
tonight, we had aday off.
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Fri. Oct. 26

We managed to block the end of act two today, we're getting
there.

Sun. Oct. 28

Tonight we blocked act three. It was adefinite challenge. Ifound
both the exit from the duel scene and the entrance into Agathe's
bedroom the hardest.
more.

Iget frustrated blocking five people or

The other thing that made it hard was that Ihad aclear

idea of what Iwanted with the intercut dialogue. Ialso had the
whole rake to work with.

Here, in both cases, action and

movement were restricted, and timing vitally important. But we
got through it. Now Ithink we just need to run it afew hundred
times, knock out the kinks, and fine tune it.

Mon. Oct. 29

Again the production meeting was basically aprogress report, all
seems to be going smoothly.

Today was the first rehearsal that Jim saw with the blocking. It
was just ablocking run. Tomorrow will be the first day off book.
Most of the blocking works, some will need slight alteration, but
on the whole now they just need to make it their own, and that's
what Itold them.
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Tues. Oct. 30

Today was the first day for everyone off book on Act I. Things
didn't go badly at all. Not half as bad as Ihad expected it to be.
We spent the first half hour with John and Friedrich doing their
sword fighting, and the rest playing games. They're getting better
about doing awarm-up too. Then we ran Act 1, we took abreak,
and then we did notes.

They seemed pretty happy with what they had done.

Wed. Oct. 31

Today all hell broke loose.
for Act 2 tonight.

They were supposed to be off book

Not only did they not know their lines, they

had absolutely NO concentration.

It was deadly!

During the

break Iwent over all of the messed up blocking with Barbara, then
Itold her to give them notes when they got back from their break,
and that Iwould return before she was done. When Idid return,
they all turned to me. Itold them to look back at Barbara. When
it was my turn to talk Isimply turned to them and asked them
what the hell happened.

Itold them that Inever want to see act

2look like that again, and if it does, Iwill walk out. Ithen told
them that Ionly had afew notes, Igave them, and then had them
run act 2again. It was much better the second time around!
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Thur. Nov. 1

Today at noon Sheila and Imet with John Cox about hair and
make-up.

We went through all of the actors, and all of the

characters. We made decisions about beauty marks, who has alot
of make-up, who has natural make-up. Our problem is, as always,
the quick change from whore to pious for mom and daughter. We
are going to try minimal make-up with beauty marks that can be
quickly removed. Ithink next time Igo into amake-up meeting
I'm going to do what I've done for my lighting and sound
designers in making a specific make-up cue sheet.

The meeting

went smoothly, but Ithink acue sheet would help me to remain
clear about everything that .1want to see, it will also help clarify.

In rehearsal today we had alook at act 3 off book. It wasn't as
good as act 1, but it wasn't as bad as act 2. Again we did the half
hour warm-up, then we ran act three, took abreak, gave notes,
and worked parts of act 3.

Fri. Nov. 2

Today was a very hectic day.

Iran from the recording studio

where John Bent Jr. and Windsor had 3 DX7's hooked up and
ready to play, to the costume shop for a meeting with Ron and
Sheila about hair. Everything seems under control with the hair;
the music is another story.

I have a headache the size of
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Manhattan.

You can listen to those cues only so often. Iasked

John to make me acassette tape that Ican use. Iwill be anxious
to hear it with the actors.

The music sounds very new age, I

wonder how it will all mesh, but Itrust my instincts with this. If
Idon't play them too loudly they will enhance the story.

We had arun through tonight. Nice things began to happen, but
it still doesn't have an edge to it; it's dull.

Sun. Nov. 4

Draaaaaaaaaaagggggg run through.

Nobody had any, energy.

Warm-up ... ran it once ... notes...

Mon. Nov. 5

Another smooth running production meeting, I'm happy to report.

Rehearsal

-

all off but John and Friedrich.

sword fight with video.

They worked the

Imade myself available at home, but

stayed away to give John space.

Tues. Nov. 6

Re11y good meeting with Fred. Ispent an hour and ahalf with
him talking about Saint Ouen. What Ifound is that he has decided
that Saint Ouen is evil, and that is what is effecting his
performance so much. Irefocused his energy by telling him that
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what he was doing was putting atwentieth century value on an
eighteenth century game.

We talked through the values,

expectations, through lines etc.... of his character, and tonight's
rehearsal was right on.

Ithen spent a half an hour with Shaun.

We talked about the

Marquis, bow he fits into the big picture, and how he fits into the
stories. Ialso promised him that tonight we would be working on
listening exercises between the Marquis and the Marquise.

Pamela and Jim were at tonight's rehearsal. We worked an hour
and a half on act 1, and an hour on act 2.

For the listening

exercises Ihad the Marquis and Marquise go through their scenes
as staged, only before saying their line, they had to first repeat
what the last thing was that they heard the other character saying,
and what they are reacting to with their line.

It was very

effective. A sexuality began to happen between these two at long
last.

Wed. Nov. 7

Today we had another run through. It was apleasure to watch.
There were moments that were absolutely magical. For the first
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time Isaw that it will get to where it has to go, and that I'll be
able to trust the actors with it.

Thur. Nov. 8

Today I spoke with Brian Smith's 340 class.
interesting.

It was very

They asked me about the problems with the

translations. They also asked me about the literary context of the
play. We went in to look at the set, then we talked abit about
how Sheila and Idecided on this set. The most interesting part of
the talk for me was when Ibegan to distinguish the differences
between what Kundera wrote, and what he thought he wrote, and
thereby the differences between what he wrote as a matter of
literature, and what he wrote as a theatrical force.

We talked

about the needs of the theatre versus the needs of the novel.

In rehearsal today Pamela worked with the cast for three hours.
I was just there as a spectator.
extensively about what needs doing.
immediate problems were;

The two of, us had talked
Iexplained that my three

1) The endings of words being

swallowed, 2) Actors not using the strength of their voices, and 3)
none of the actors are using the space given them, they are not
using the rake to thrust into the audience. Pamela first sat down
on the stage while they were in the audience and she gave them all
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of the notes, both individual and general, that she had given me
two nights ago.

Once that was done it was time for them to get

onto their feet. Each had to get up on the rake and walk it from
corner to corner to corner to centre experiencing it emotionally
with their front, and back.

They had to deal with the loft too.

Only after doing all of this silently could they begin talking to us.
Pamela went to the far reaches of the audience area shouting
questions at them. Their task was to respond as an actor talking
about their character, or in character, but they had to answer using
their voices, the power of the rake, and the power of being an
actor on astage. She also paid attention to how they enunciated.
For the last half hour we ran afew bits of the play that we've been
having problems with in terms of timing.

Fri. Nov. 9

Ichecked on costumes and props, everything seems to be coming
along great. The costumes will be ready in time for the run with
costumes, and the props look great. We will be using chicken legs
instead of duck meat because it's cheaper.

This means making

absolutely sure that the " eating" class distinctions are clear.

I

intend to work extensively with both actors on this once they get
the bread and the meat.
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Rehearsal tonight went smoothly. We did acomplete run. As for
the acting at tonight's run through, Iwas impressed, most of them
seemed to remember a lot of what Pamela was saying to them
yesterday. My notes took on awhole new meaning and style. I
decided it would be best to talk to them using the vocabulary that
she used, words like "arcing", "jungle mouth", "using the rake",
"sharing with the audience", and "endings on words". Finally my
notes could be filled with specifics about particular words that
were getting abeating, and speeches that were getting lost. After
Ifinished giving notes Imade sure to tell them that it was acredit
to all of them that we are now at aplace where Ican pinpoint
problems instead of giving very general, vague notes.

And I

thanked them for taking to heart all that Pamela had said the day
before.

One other thing should be noted, Jim was " trying out" light cues
during the run.

At times lights would come out of nowhere.

I

was very impressed with how the actors kept concentration despite
these extreme distractions. Iwas later told that no one had warned
the actors that this would be happening, my suspicion is that no
one knew; Icertainly didn't. This practice seemed to me to be not
only lacking in theatre protocol (i.e. at least the stage manager
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should have been warned so that she could have told the actors to
expect lights going on and off), but Ialso found it to be very
dangerous.

Speaking of dangerous, Jim Andrews, Jim Dugan, and Idiscussed
the need to call J.P. Fournier, stage fight consultant, in to take a
look at the sword fight. It looks great, but it's still way too close.

Sun. Nov. 11

Well this is it, tech week has begun!!! We were all there bright
and early. Anxiety's began early as well. The main problem was
that we were scheduled to set sound levels from 9:00-10:00.
Windsor had to leave at 10 due to a meeting that he had
elsewhere. I'm sure we could have done it, except everyone was
called at 9:00. This means that the equipment wasn't ready to go
until 9:45. We got the first cue done, and then we arranged for
Windsor to come back at 4pm to continue with sound.

For the hour that we were waiting for sound, Jim had already
begun writing preliminary light cues. We had both agreed that the
house lights should never go completely dark. Now came the task
of writing forty some odd cues in the space of five hours, minus
astage manager for two of those hours. Heather and Georgette
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were used to walk the stage, Barbara sat with her book constantly
writing, erasing, and writing again, Jim set levels, then had me
look at it.

I made suggestions in a few places.

My biggest

concern was how dark it all was, but Ithought in the interest of
time, if the idea was right we'd write the cue, and then during the
following week we would fix the levels.

I noticed that Jim

decided to put in three gobos, one for the Master's story, one for
the Innkeeper's story, and one that he calls the "roads".

When

travelling we see these roads that spill onto the back curtain and
the side wails. It took me afew cues to get used to the idea, but
Iactually like the effect. There is one cue that I'm not sure of,
and that is the first cue in act ifi.
virtual darkness.

He has them coming out in

I'll have to see it with the actors.

Other than

that things went very smoothly. At 2Barbara left, Heather took
over for her on book, and Shane stepped in to help with the stage
walking.

At 4:00 we got another few sound cues done, and then we said
that the rest would be left to my discretion.

It was then time for adinner break followed by arun where Jim
was trying out afew of the cues. Everyone was pooped, energy
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was low.... Basically it was Sunday night, the weather outside was
frightful, everyone except for the actors had been there since 9
am, no one really wanted to be there. Itold them that from now
on Iwanted to see performance energy, gave them my notes, and
went home.

Mon. Nov. 12

Yet another smooth running production meeting, it seems that the
crises get taken care of as they happen during the week, and by
monday no gripes are left, either that or we are ALL terrific
actors.

Tonight we ran with sound. Windsor could not be here, so Iwas
the one who set the levels.

Energy still seems to be down, and

they are not making their voices travel, so Imow that the levels
that Iset were low. Idon't want to make the mistake of setting
them too high however. Ireally just want the music to underwrite
the action without being distracting. At our.meeting Windsor said
that he thinks sound cues tend to run too loud; Ihope that means
that he will agree with what I'm doing. If they give it full voice
tomorrow I will have to adjust the sound.
designer with the headset on.
still giving actor notes.

I felt more like a

Ifound it distracting, since Iam

What I've decided to do is to wear it
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around my neck, and only put them on when Ineed to talk to John
about levels.

The actors are really starting to meld this whole thing into shape.
They've found their characters.

I'm still having abit of trouble

getting aclean distinction between actor and character, but they
still have aweek to findit. If they don't, I'll just cut the bits, but
Ithink they'll find it.

What remains abig concern is the fight

scene.

Tues. Nov. 13

Today we added lights. I'm still watching the actors and giving
actor notes, but I'm also still on headset with John Bent Jr.
regarding sound levels. Windsor was there tonight. His only note
was that all cues should be one point louder. Ididn't have alot
of lighting notes at the end of the run, but that was because most
of them got taken care of during the run. Isuppose because Iwas
on headset anyway for sound, it was easier to make notes, and
comment to Jim while we were looking at the cues. This is not
standard procedure, but it certainly seemed to cut out what could
have been alot of wasted time. As Ianticipated, my notes were
basically " faces too dark." Jim's main argument was that Sheila
should have painted the disk darker. He didn't want to make faces
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brighter because of how bright the disk would be. Itold him my
main concern was to see faces, and that maybe we could split the
difference.

The big thing was the stark contrast that had to be

there between the travelling and the story telling scenes and we are
getting close to it.

Jim and Ihad discussed that in our original

meeting.

The actors were ready for tonight. They still need to work on the
actor/character distinctions, but on the whole Ithought it went
rather well. This show will be ready. Ijust can't wait to see the
costumes and the wigs.

Wed. Nov. 14

Idid the final check of the program today.

A few adjustments

were needed in my director's notes, but aside from that everything
looks in order.

This evening Igot to see Justine's bodice. We worked abit with
that.

We also worked with cutting bread; we won't have meat

until tomorrow.

Notes were geared to physical actions, and

specific word notes for pronunciation and enunciation. I'm trying
to back off of actor notes now.

With costumes coming in

tomorrow and afew light cues that need changing, Ican't watch
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the actors anymore.

They are all doing good work, Itrust that

they will get there in time. A few of them feel that they need an
audience. They don't seem to understand that they are not ready
quite yet.

They're close, but they're not ready yet, and that's

good. If they were ready now, they'd peak too soon.

Thur. Nov. 15

Today Ispent the morning talking to Jim's 440/540 class. It was
very interesting, they brought up some very interesting points, and
questions. We talked about the difference between European and
Canadian literary backgrounds.

We talked about the European

understanding of the Jacques/Master relationship, something that
Canadians and Americans don't relate to easily since society is not
stratified by the same class distinctions in these countries.

I

introduced them to the literary history of Diderot and Sterne. The
big debate seemed to be over whether the Innkeeper is relaying her
own story as the Marquise or if she's just telling a story.

Jim

seems to think that they cannot be one and the same person.
disagree.

I

In fact, after the debate Ifelt stronger than ever that

they were one and the same.

The other major point that Imade

was that the important thing of this play is that the audience decide
what it is about. The decision about the Innkeeper, the decision
about the creator (Diderot), the decision about the purpose of these
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characters, all of it must be left to the audience. Iexplained to the
group that Ihave directed it very openly, and hopefully balanced.
Iknow what Ithink the play is about, but with this play it is
important not to restrict it in any way. The audience must decide
for themselves what it is about.

Ielaborated on this to Jim during our meeting.
that we discussed was the fight.

The other thing

We were running out of time.

We run the risk of serious injury every time they run the fight
sequence. He promised that he will contact J.P.

Rehearsal today was azoo. Between the quick change rehearsals,
and the sword fight work, the actors were exhausted before they
ever started.

Due to press photo call tomorrow afternoon,

Jacques, the Master, Saint Ouen, and the Innkeeper all needed
their make-up today so that I could check it.

Everyone was

scurrying about. They all looked good though. With props there
is aquestion of what we are going to use for red wine. We have
to be careful not to get it on the costumes. The sand was enough
of abattle. The large note from costumes was that they didn't like
their costumes moving furniture. Iexplained what we were trying
to do with character/actor switches. Idecided Ihad better give the
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actors an ultimatum. Itold them that if they couldn't do it, we
would cut it.

The other note was that they weren't sitting

properly, which was very true.

It was as if they had forgotten

everything that we had worked on in rehearsal. Lisa wants to suit
Shane and Georgette up in black period costumes. Idon't like that
idea, I'll have to come up with something else.

Fri. Nov. 16

This evening was crazy. John Albanese, who will be taping the
show on Sunday and Monday was there. The one actor once again
had the migraine.

Fortunately, we found that Tarn, one of the

dressers, fits the costume quite well. Itold her to watch Georgette
do it tonight, and that if we had to, she would go on on Monday,
script in hand. J.P. was here to work the fight scene, it now looks
wonderful and safe. I'm glad we brought J.P. in.

We had press photo call, it went smoothly. We also added makeup and wigs tonight. Ihad abunch of notes, but nothing serious,
or

needing

major

adjustments.

The

threat

worked,

the

actor/character distinction was there tonight. Isolved the problem
of moving the furniture. Idecided that Iliked what Ihad done,
what Ichanged was that now instead of Georgette and Shane,
Jason and Angela, as the waiters, would move the furniture.
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Finally, Inoticed that Jim was not there.

Ihad alighting note.

Ithought that the back silhouette would work better if we took out
all lights except for the side and back light.

The show is going to be good, they're coming together beautifully,
and now that all tech has been added all that needs doing is the
fine tuning, and we've got two days to do it.

My only real

concern is that it be our complete cast on video.

Sun. Nov. 18

Tara had to go on tonight. It looks like this will be the only night
that we will need to use Tarn as an understudy.

Iwas very

grateful to her for her quick learn and courage.

This afternoon Iwent through the script with John with regards to
the video taping. We decided that since tonight we don't have one
of the actors we would tape close-ups, and tomorrow we would do
the whole thing.

Jim still wasn't there for lights.

Sheila was there and she had

mentioned to me that she re- 11y didn't like the gobos on the black
curtain and on the side blacks. Itold her that Ididn't mind them,
and then she told me that Jim had promised her that he would not
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light up the back curtain. Itold her that if she felt strongly about
it Iwould talk to him, but that Ithought the sides should stay.

We had afew audience members tonight, people who will not be
able to make it during the run. They all seemed to enjoy it. The
nice thing is that I'm starting to enjoy it.

I'm not taking many

notes anymore, Imainly took make-up notes, and notes for Tara
in case she will have to play it again.

Mon. Nov. 19

Well, we had our entire cast tonight.

We got a good tape of a

good show. They're ready for an audience. The front of house
staff saw it today, and they seemed to really enjoy it.

Iknow I

did.

Costumes. does not seem to want to knock down Jacques' costume.
I've spoken to Sheila, and she agrees with me that it should be
knocked down more.

Sheila also told me that she spoke to Jim

about the gobos. She must have spoken to him after Idid. Itold
him what she had said about the gobo on the back curtain. Ialso
told him that I liked them on the side blacks.

In tonight's

rehearsal however the "roads" were off both the side blacks and
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the curtain.

Idecided not to say anything, Imight as well just

leave it now.

Tues. Nov. 20

Here we are, preview night. Jim was there tonight. He told me
that he really enjoyed the production, and he even conceded the
Innkeeper/Marquise issue. With great pride Ireported our success
to the cast, and particularly to Michelle.

The only problem with tonight's performance was that they were
playing to their friends in the audience. They added afew things,
and pushed the humour. Icautioned them against this, then Itold
them that they have done aterrific job, they have agreat show,
and that Iam proud of both the show and of them. Finally, Itold
them to make sure that every night they have fun out there, and
enjoy it. It's their's now, I'm just aspectator.

Wed. Nov. 21

It's finally come and gone.

Opening night was a big success.

Everyone seems to love the show. There are still afew problems
with it, but they're minor. I'm very proud of this piece of work.
Ithink everyone who has worked on it put their heart and soul in
it, and it shows. It's been awonderful experience. Ithink we all
served the play well.
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JACQUES AND HIS MASTER

The show runs one hour and thirty-five minutes
without an intermission.

by Milan Kundera
translated from the French
by Simon Callow

Directed by
Maria S. Kliavkoff
Set and costume design by
Sheila Richardson Lee
Lighting design by
J. James Andrews

Direction by Maria S. Kliavkoff is athesis production in partial fulfilment of
the requirements for the degree M.F.A.-Theatre under the supervision of
Dr. James Dugan.

Stage Manager
Voice and elocution coach
Fight choreographer

Barbara Bates
Pamela Brook
John James Hong

Sound design by
Windsor Viney
Makeup design by
John Cox
Poster design by
Laara Casseils

Music Preceding the Performance
j.S.Bach's Concerto for Four Harpsichords and Stririgsin A minor
interrupted by/interrupting
ccJan'ek's MMdfl"Youth") for wind sextet

The Cast
Jacques
Master
Innkeeper/Mate Dc La Pomrncraye
Saint-Ouen
Marquis/Agathe's Father/Bailiff
AgathelMother
Jusiine/Daug1iter/Pcasant
Young Bigre
Old BigrelWaiter/ConslablclPcasaiit
Waiter/Agathe's Mother/ Peasant

Trevor Schmidt
John James Hong
Michelle Haug
Friedrich Wolfgang Mayr
Shaun Smyth
Jane Husak
Natasha Kiassen
Steve Jarand
Jason Thompson
Angela Kirk

Incidental Music

•

Passages from Le Prelude de 1'Elêve
by Angélique Diderot
arranged and adapted by Windsor Viney
from arealization of Mile Diderot's figured bass
performed by Christine Azad

Director's Notes
Ibelong to nobody and Ibelong to everybody.
You were here before you came
And you will be here after you have left.

STUDENT PRODUCTION STAFF
Assistant stage managers
Assistant to the Technical Director

RUNNING CREWS'

Denis Diderot

Jacques is adescendant of some of the most famous travellers and story
tellers in history. Connected through along line of homages, his ancestors
include Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy and Denis Diderot's Jacques Ic
Eikt. His line is further extended by Milan Kundera, who put him on
the stage in both aCzech and aFrench text. British actor Simon Callow
then translated from the French into the English text.

Stage
Costumes
Makeup
Sound
Lights
Front of House Manager
Front of House Crew

Kundera describes Jacques and His Master as a "variation-homage" which
is in fact a "multiple meeting: between the writers,' but also between the
centuries." Here we see this dialogue between Diderot in his eighteenth
century world, and Kundera as representative of the twentieth century
world.
Jacques conies to share his adventures, misadventures, and insights with
us, as well as with his master. What his forefather, Tristram Shandy, said
to his readers in 1759, is equally applicable for Jacques's use today: "As
you proceed further with me, the slight acquaintance, which is now
beginning betwixt us, will grow into familiarity; and that, unless one of us
is in fault, will terminate in friendship.. . then nothing which has touched me
will be thought trifling in its nature, or tedious in its telling."

Georgette Pani
Heather Preuss
Matthew La Brie

Shane Cunningham
John Tcbbutt, Kathy Shane,
Tam Friedenberg
Darcy Shaw, Karl Nicol
John Bent, Jr.
Cola Ross
Brad Loucks
Andrew Freund, Tina
Rasmussen, Tara
Friedenberg, linali Perera,
Tanya Palmer, Adam Leigh,
Tammy Larsen

Production Crews
Props

Costumes

Ihope that you find Jacques to be as good, true, and fun afriend as we all
have found him to be.
Maria S. Kliavkoff

Student Assistants
Technical
Wardrobe
Properties
Makeup

Brian Doss, Amanda Patrick, Adam Leigh,
Rhonda Kambeitz, Sandy Herschovis, Shane
Miller, Robin Szuch, Tina Rasmussen,
Andrew Florin Enache, Heather Preuss, Ron
Clark, Anthony Jarrett, Kyrsten Blair, Tanya
Palmer, Tara Friedenberg
Stacy Baker, Armand Bcicourt, Dana Blekin,
Robin Brooks, Shira Close, lam Coulter,
Christian Goutsis, Pam Greyland, Doug
Heminings, Jennifer Holder, Patricia Jagger,
Corinne Leraand, Kari Nichol, Marie Andrée
Paulsen, Imali Perera, Lisa Russel, Jason
Thompson, Tracy Yochiin, Yvette Branker,
Liese McDonald

Heidi Oldynski, Mike Park
Sherry Webber, Trevor Schmidt
Ted Bi-uneau, Lyle St. Goddard
Ron Siegmund

PERMANENT
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Special Thanks to

For the Department of Drama
Producer
Production Manager
Technical Director
Assistant Technical Director
Wardrobe Head
Properties Head
Assistant Costumers
Production Secretary
Accounts Secretary
Administrative Assistant

James Dugan
J. James Andrews
Warren Carrie
Brian Kerby
Lisa Roberts
Heather Kent
Elinoranne Kartzmark
Halina Supernat
Kathy McHugh
Gayle Pearce
Susan Farmer

For University Theatre Services
Theatre Manager and
Administrative Officer
Production Manager
Set Construction and
Technical Production
House Manager
Publicity Coordinator

Ken Hewitt
Normand Bouchard
Tim Clinton, Martin
Herbert, Thomas F. Legg,
Dave Lynes, Don Monty,
Bernie Varem
Janice Mclnulty
Colleen Morrison

Christine Azad

Frank Lockwood

Jan Truss

Allan Gordon Bell

Brian Smith

Ingrid Hansen

Gordon House

M.G. Meneghetli

Richard Rose

Arno Koister

A.J. Quinn

Brett Pawson

James Dugan

Jana Wyber

Richard Louie

U of C Dept. of Music

John Albanese

U of C Music Library

Susan Montalbetti

Sharon Walberg

Banff Centre
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Produ

ion exp lore s the nature of storytell i
ng

Review by Jason Anderson

J

acques and His Master, running at The
University of Calgary's Reeve Theatre Nov.
28 to Dec. 1, is aplay about storytelling.More than that, the action concerns the
complex relationships between storyteller
and audience, storyteller and story and
the inherent difficulty in trying to develop new ideas. Milan Kundera, the Czech
writer best known for The Un!vnraUe Lightness of Being, derived the play from Denis
Diderot's Jacques LeFataliste,which in turn
follows some of the devices developed by
Boccaccio, Chaucer and Lawrence Stern's
Tristain Shandy. It is very much a play
about a play, with the characters constantly interrupting each other with an

Support
the 1990
U of C United
Way campaign

United Way of Calgary

ecdotes and pondering their roles as mere
inventions of their true master (in this
case, Diderot rather than God).
In this production by the U of C
Department of Drama, the Master and his
servant are travelling across 18th-century
Europe with no particular destination in
mind, astructure in the same mode as Don

like this is best kept simple and for the
most part Maria Kliavkof l's work is admirable and interesting.
The two lead actors, Trevor Schmidt
as Jacques and John James Hong as his
-

Master, give very good comic performances.They wisely avoid giving the characters too many soft edges, making them
compelling rather than wholly likable.
Occasionally the acting by the leads or
the supporting cast seems somewhat cloying, but the job is commendable in this
difficult play.
On thew hole, Jacques and His Master

Quixote or Joseph Andrews. The Master
is atypically hedonistic aristocrat, making an odd Quixote to Jacques's Sancho
Panza. In their travels, the two tell stories
that are acted out at the same time. The
Master's story is a romantic intrigue
is asuccessful and entertaining producreminiscent of Lea Liaisons Dangereuses,
while Jacques's story is of abaser, more
lewd, nature. A vivacious innkeeper contributes her story of Mme. De La Pornmeraye's revenge on an unappreciative
lover. Unsurprisingly, the st'ories have
much to do with each other and the storytelling and idventure become linked,
concluding in an amusing and unexpected
way.
While they are dressed in the garb
of pee- revolutionary France, the language
•
is a mixture of archaic expressions and
modern slang. The contrast is used for a
sometimes predictable comic effect. The
set, aplain wooden structure, is used well
throughout the play. It is simple enough
not to distract from the most important
aspect of the play— the dialogue. With so
much of it, there are moments when the
converging stories confuse instead of
complement each other and the staging
becomes awkward. The direction of aplay.

tion, arare sort of play that questions the
natureofthestoryand the audience without appearing too contrived or awkwardly
self-conscious. The higher ideas are cleverly balanced by plenty of bawdy humour,
and alaugh always comes just before the
play starts to sink under its own weight
Best of all, it's simply not like most plays,
one sees. It is imaginative and inventive,
playing with the conventions the audience takes for granted and showing a
playful and welcome disregard for the
form's sacred cows.
Tickets are available from the Campus Ticket Centre.
-
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Play should.,nterest even, those who.
not fans of live theatre
Jacques and His Master
directed by Maria Kliavkotl
reviewed by Allan Schabor
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Kundera's script
intricately written
trayals from various characters
encountered on their sojourn
keeps Jacques from completing
his sexual narrative. Jacques'
story and other accounts from a
host of undeveloped characters
focus on mistrust and the production evolves into an intricate
Jacques is obsessed with divplay within aplay.
ulging to his master his first and
Jacques and his master also
only sexual experience, a tale
which ties the epic adventure .take ahumorous look at themselves, their unnatural and limittogether.
ing theatrical environment and
A series of love stories, inblame the writer and their creatrigues, revenge plots and betor for their inadequacies as they
traipse across the continent.
Together they celebrate the
right to be rid of dictating masters, whether they be kings, politicians or lawyers. As aresult,
Jacques experiences deeper
understanding of his character
as he gains independance from
his own master. He realizes that
his dedication to his master has
spawned aclose personal relationship and areliable friend.
As the play draws to aclose
many ironic events present themselves and offer an explanation
for the moral of the 95- minute
performance.
Director Maria S. Kliavko!f,
whose work is her thesis in MFA
Theatre, has come up with a
splendid interpretation of Man
Kundera's zany expedition. Outstanding among afine cast was
Hong, who tantalizes the audL.sh. Furze photo
ience with his outstanding rendition of the master.
Director Kliavkoff's play is her MFA thesis at the university

by Shaughn Butts

Jacques (Trevor Schmidt) and
his master (John James Hong)
engage in aEuropean transcontinental journey riddled with a
series of repeated events and
themes in the U of C's latest
dramatic production.
Jacques is ayoung, matu ri ng
servant guarding his master from
the evils of the 17th century
countryside. Their long hours
together are spent sharing tall
tales, quips and anecdotes.

He is atheatrical descendant
of some of the great travellers
and storytellers in history and
this is aplayful interpretation of
Denis Diderot's l8centurynovel
Jacques le Fataliste.

-
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play is acomic di al
ogue between centu ri
es.
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Caget
i....._al gary audiences will
what may
be theironly chance tosee Jacquesand His
Master, Milan Kundera's play about laughter,story- tellingand eternal truths,when
the Ii of CDepartment of Drama opens its
second production of the 1990-91 season
Nov. 21.
The play, which runs at pm in the
Reeve Theatre Wednesday to Saturday
until Dec. 1, has been withdrawn from
commercial distribution and is now only
available to theatre schools and universities, says the director, Maria kliavkoff...
Jacques and HIS Master, atranslation
of awork by the Czech playwright and

novelist Kundera, which was itself a aplay that could engage me for ayear,,
purpose of life, and in the end sees
reworking of aplay by the 18th century she says.
story- telling as amethod of survival. " It
French man-of- letters Denis Diderot, is a
Kllavko(f says both she and her thesis
deals with the subject matter in avery
complex yet ccmic work that audiences adviser Jim Duga n ,w ho is also the procomic sense," she notes.
can appreciate on many levels, says
ducer of the department's main stage series,
Kundera wrote the play shortly afKliavkoff.
favoured the Kundera play. " Iwas atter the Soviet Union invaded Czechoslo"I'm in the fifth week of watching traded by the intellect of Kundera," she
vakia in 1968. " Kundera's country had
this play and I've yet to look at my watch says.
justbeen taken overso itwas important t
o
and say 'when is this going to be over?"
In the play, an aristocrat and his
remember the stories and laughter of the
she says.
servant traipse across the countryside past," says Kliavkoff.
For Kliavkoff the richness of the telling stories and interrupting one anIn his introduction to the play he
play's ideas and language is important.
other. The stories they tell are acted out
calls it "aremembrance of laughter." "One
Because it is the thesis play for her MFA,
by cast members who assume multiple
of Milan Kundera's books is called The
she must spend considerable time researchroles. Kundera's reworking of the DidBook of Laughter and Forgetting," says
ing the work as well as staging it. -1wanted
erot play becomes a dialogue between
•Kliavkoff. "This is the play of laughter
centuries, says Kliavkoft Characters speak and remembering."
in language recalling both the 18th and
'Jacques and His Master is the fourth
20th centuries and celebrate the right of play Kliavkoff has directed at the U of C.
people to rid themselves of dictating
A native of New York City, she studied
masters of all types.
theatre directing at Hunter College in
•
Jacques (Trevor Schmidt) and his
New York and worked off- Broadway at a
Master (John James Hong) are described.
theatre group specializing in developing
as a wandering pair in the tradition of new plays.
Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, Vladi•
Her work with new plays and playmir and Estragon and Crosby and Hope.
wrights in New York is what brought her
They and an innkeeper (Michelle Haug) to the U of C for her MFA. Kliavkoff says
tell tales of love intrigues, revenge plots,
she chose Calgary because of the Alberta
passion and betrayal.
Theatre Proj
ects Playrites festival, in which
The play asks the audience both about new plays are developed and staged for
the purpose of story- telling, and the
the first time.
-

•
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birector explores new culture
Ron Wall
For people with aspirations in theatre,
Qew York City is Mecca, the place to
Irive and work for. But for Maria Kliavoff, New York gave her aplace to start
om and now Calgary is where she is
ractising her craft as well as exploring a
ew and different culture.
Kliavkoff, who is directing Czech author
Milan Kundera's Jacques and His Master
for her Master of Fine Arts thesis, at the
University of Calgary, was born and
raised in Manhattan. She graduated from
Hunter College in 1988 with at B.
A. in
theatre directing and psychology. In addition to her schooling, Kliavkoff worked
as astage manger/director for the off-Broad:way theatre group, Manhattan Class
Company ( MCC).
While at MCC Kliavkoff actively sought
out Canadian plays to produce and direct
away similar to what Alb erta Theatre
rojects' yearly playRites se ries does.
"While Iwas at MCC, Ihad started an
to reach out to Canadian play.
wrights and have their plays brought
down into our company," said Kliavkoff.
The ability to be able to carry on the
kind of work that ATP is doing with the
playRites series is what brought her to
Calgary.
She maintains that the best way to
learn about Canadian culture and Cana'
dian theatre is to study the work of Can-

,,,1nitiative

important athrust as it is here."
She said that she finds plays like Tomson Highway's Rez Sisters fascinating
because of the different culture portrayed.
"Plays like Rez Sisters are not something that would hit anywhere near New
York because it is not an issue. Culture is
not an issue because the States has a
very strong specific culture.
"In Canada, there seems to be aques'
tion of. not only can Ipreserve my native
culture and, on top of that, what is the
Canadian culture that Iam assuming?
There seems to be the question of what
that culture is which is what theatre
seems to be dealing with."
To Kliavkoff, Canadian theatre is exp*.
bring that classic Canadian feeling of
second place or an inferiority complex
with regard to the United States.
She also believes that what is core to
theatre, wherever it is presented, is the
ability to tell stories, which is one of the
reasons why she chose Kundera's play.
"People getting by, getting through life
and learning things from each other
through telling stories is what theatre is
based on. And this play is very much
about what theatre is based on," she

said.
White she maintains that her philosophy of what theatre is constantly
changes, it has changed dramatically
since coming to Canada.
While living in New York, she worked
on plays that were done off-Broadway,
adian Playwrightswhich meant that the plays had " meaning
Kliavkoff, being from a different culand were not musicals." For Kliavkofl,
has an interesting per spective on
ti
plays were meant to be educational; you
i
re, separates the two countries when it
hat
U
came to learn and get something.
C )mes to theatre.
"I have come to learn that you come to
"The differenceS are the issues," she
get an hour or an hour and a half of
sLid. "The issue of native people is not a
whi
ch
is amusement
,.,ki4,
,ducatiOnal in itself
.
as
cronq an lSclIP in th. States. IT ["-B
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Leslie

John James Hong excels as the master In the U of C's Jacques and His Master
but in adifferent way. Entertainment has
changed its definition for me."
After graduating, Kliavkoff wants to
incorporate her love of theatre with her
love of ice skating in a production of
Godspell on ice.
"ice (skating) is the most visceral of all
art forms. You look at askater and you
can't help but feel what he or she is feeling- You can't help but feel the music.
"So about three years ago Idecided
that putting Godspelt on ice would be
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